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Abstract

An Approach to Multi-Population Mortality Modeling with Multi-Output Gaussian

Process Regression

by

Nhan Thi Thanh Huynh

This dissertation is concerned with the application of a machine learning method

within the spatial statistical framework to simultaneously model multiple longevity sur-

faces. Our work is motivated by the detailed, consistent, and high-quality collection

of raw mortality datasets from the Human Mortality Database (HMD) and the Hu-

man Cause-of-Death Dababase (HCD). The HMD provides the overall mortality rates

for more than 40 developed countries, while the HCD offers mortality rates for multiple

lists of causes of death up to a dozen countries. Yet, only few stochastic models exist

for handling more than two populations at a time. To bridge this gap, we propose the

application of Multi-output Gaussian Process (MOGP) models within a joint spatial co-

variance framework that treats population as a factor covariate, explicitly capturing the

cross-population dependence.

We first investigate approaches within MOGP framework to jointly model the aggre-

gate mortality rates of multiple populations. The proposed models assume the common-

ality in the mortality experience of multiple populations, enabling data fusion across the

populations. Through numerous illustrations, we demonstrate the features of these joint

models and how they satisfy important criteria of multi-population mortality modeling.

We showcase how MOGP framework offers a tractable and efficient way to jointly analyze

up to 8–12 populations at a time.
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The remaining of this dissertation devotes to develop MOGPs for jointly modeling

the longevity surfaces of multiple causes of death in multi-population context. Several

extensions are borrowed to enhance the model flexibility and scalability. One extension

relaxes the commonality assumption between cause-specific mortality trends, allowing us

to capture the spatial heterogeneity between causes. The second extension leverages the

gridded structure in the mortality table to speed up the computation, gracefully handling

beyond 15 populations in mortality dataset with multidimensional factor inputs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human mortality modeling has its modern beginning in using mathematical equations

to describe the mortality dynamics in the mid-nineteenth century [44, 75]. Thus far,

mortality models have been advanced to detect the predictable mortality patterns and

assess the uncertainty attached to the future mortality trends. In light of human lifes-

pan having increased exponentially over the last two centuries, the need for mortality

modeling becomes even more pressing. Longer living does not come with a proportionate

increase in quality of life. It puts great pressure on the economy and social welfare. For

example, there is an increasing risk of chronic illness, disability, and dysfunctional condi-

tions among older population [17]. It creates a higher demand for specialized healthcare

workers in assisted living facilities and in-home care settings. The current pace of lifespan

growth can accelerate the demographic shift in many nations towards a graying popula-

tion, where the number of people in retirement is getting closer to the number of people

in the workforce. This can cause a challenge in not having enough people of working age

to support the older population in near future.

Additionally longer living entails longevity risk – the risk of members in a population
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Introduction Chapter 1

living longer than expected. As the consequence, pension funds and life annuity providers

grapple with the risk of having financial deficiency. For example in the US, according

to the 2017 Social Security Trustee Report [80], the trust fund reserves are projected to

become exhausted by 2037, at which time Social Security revenues will be enough to pay

for only 75% of the promised benefits. The funding shortfall is driven by the overall life

expectancy of the US population as the retirees on average collect benefits over a longer

retirement duration. Ensuring the Social Security remain solvent requires major reforms

such as increasing payroll taxes or cutting benefits for some or for all beneficiaries. Thus,

making the right assumptions about future mortality and its improvement is critical

to allocating resources for healthcare, mapping sustainable pension schemes and other

retirement provisions, and incorporating longevity risks in life insurance products.

Research literature on mortality can be divided into many domains such as public

health and epidemiology, demography, economics, actuarial science, and many more. For

instance, studies in economics explore patterns of mortality rates based on demographic

and socioeconomic factors, seeking to understand the interactions between mortality

rates and economic welfare at the individual and aggregate levels. Epidemiologists study

risk factors and complex patterns of diseases that affect the overall health outcomes

in specific populations. Besides mortality data, they use morbidity information that

is illness-related to implement prevention and treatment of diseases. Demographers,

in contrast to epidemiologists, primarily concentrate on the overall mortality rates and

the rate of reduction in mortality (mortality improvement rates) at large scale. They

work with census and survey data while adopting empirical approaches to study patterns

in mortality, fertility, and population size, and how these trends will progress several

decades into the future. In actuarial science, the objective of mortality study is to

measure the financial risks associated with the uncertainty of the future mortality rates

2
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for insurance purposes. Mortality models via a statistical approach are commonly used

by actuaries to extract useful patterns of the mortality rates and mortality improvement

rates. Assessment of uncertainty and projections in both the short term and long term are

critical for actuaries to manage financial risks for specified populations. Discussion about

approaches of mortality modeling in this thesis is mainly from actuarial perspective.

Mortality modeling

A mortality rate is defined as the ratio of the number of deaths to the total population

exposed to the risk of death over a period of time. In the current mainstream of actuarial

research, the two mortality measures that are often treated as the variables of interest

are the overall mortality rates (all-cause mortality) and the decomposition of the total

mortality into causes of death (by-cause/ cause-specific mortality). The estimation of the

overall mortality rates requires the total number of deaths from all causes, while cause-

specific mortality rates involve death counts due to a specific cause or a collection of

causes. Data transformation is widely used in mortality modeling. For example, taking

logarithms of the mortality rates is the most common practice to ensure the predicted

mortality rates are positive. It further offers a simple interpretation of the results. A few

studies explored other types of transformation via the logit function or the inverse of the

cumulative function from the standard normal distribution [49, 105].

Unlike other domains that often utilize mortality datasets with many factors, mor-

tality models with actuarial applications are often built from a combination of three

variables or factors: age, period (time), and cohort. For instance, one-factor models

assume that mortality rates are a function of age. This group of models seeks to describe

the age-specific pattern of the mortality rates, but has limited application in forecasting.

A majority of two-factor models take age and period into consideration to capture how
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age-specific mortality patterns progress in time. These models are commonly used in

mortality forecasting as they leverage the historical regularity of mortality in both age

patterns and trends over time. Three-factor models make use of cohort effect – a varia-

tion of risks that are associated with the year of birth or years of specific exposures. The

cohort effect was first identified and highlighted in the UK mortality [102], where the

generations born between 1925–1945 experienced the largest reduction in the mortality

rates over the past 40 years than those born in adjacent generations. In this case, the

presence of cohort effect implies the improvement in the UK mortality rates did not occur

at the constant rate.

The mortality modeling consists of two fundamental stages. The first stage is to

smooth raw mortality rates to remove random fluctuations resulting from the finite data

sizes. Many studies refer to this stage as the in-sample fitting process as they try to ex-

tract the predictable mortality patterns from a historical period in the data. The second

stage is to extrapolate the future mortality rates, assuming that the future trends are

essentially a continuation of the past. In this stage, data availability and the forecasting

techniques are the main factors influencing the forecast horizon. In addition, the perfor-

mance of a mortality model is often evaluated based on two criterias (1) how well the

model describes the historical trends and (2) how accurate the model is at predicting

the future mortality rates. As we don’t have access to the future mortality rates, the

forecast errors are often computed on the most recent portion of the data that was held

out during the in-sample fitting procedure. The aim is to have mortality models with

small in-sample errors and forecast errors.

The recent decades have witnessed the dominance of stochastic models as the forecast-

ing techniques that can offer the probability that the future mortality rates fall within

a certain range of values in order to assess the uncertainty of the future trends. For
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instance, the Lee-Carter model [64] has become a benchmark since its first publication

for being the first stochastic model that treats age and year as factor inputs. For fitting

procedure, the model employs the principal components approach that does not require

any functional form of the mortality rates in the age patterns. Then, univariate time-

series method is developed to produce the stochastic mortality forecasts. Over time,

several extensions of the Lee-Carter model were proposed to improve the fitting accuracy

or increase the flexibility in forecasts by adding higher order terms of the effect in age

and time into the framework. Renshaw & Haberman extended the Lee-Carter model to

incorporate Cohort effects, also known as the Age-Period-Cohort (APC) model [1]. It

describes the non-linear relationship between the log-mortality rates and age, period, and

cohort factors in a studied population.

The popularity of the Lee-Carter model and its extensions is driven by the ease in

interpretation of the parameters and the stochasticity in the mortality forecasts via time-

series approaches. However, the fitting and forecasting stages are conducted separately by

different methods. There is another strand of literature that focuses on the application

of generalized linear models (GLM) to model the mortality rates as a function of age

and time. Unlike the Lee-Carter model in which the time dependent component of

the mortality rate is represented by a series, time in the GLM is treated explicitly as

a covariate. It is straightforward to perform extrapolation in the GLM, offering an

integrated approach for both fitting and forecasting procedures. Modeling the mortality

rates in GLM essentially comes to specify the distribution of the mortality rates (e.g.

Poisson, Binomial, or Gaussian distribution) and the choice of link functions that connect

the logarithmic of mortality rates to death counts and exposures. Overall, the application

of GLM for mortality modeling still has been less successful due to the non-linearity of

the mortality rates in time [15].
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Additionally, other efforts make use of state-space framework [46, 55] and Bayesian

estimation [81] to achieve (1) a unified framework for estimating process and forecast-

ing and (2) posterior distribution of the mortality rates instead of the point estimates.

Non-parametric and data-driven techniques, which do not require any assumption of the

underlying distribution of the mortality rates, have recently been introduced in mortality

modeling. For instance, various types of splines are applied to simultaneously smooth out

the mortality experience in both age and year dimensions, and then directly extrapolate

the past trend to the future [29]. Motivated by the dependence structure in the resid-

uals of the mortality rates via the Lee-Carter model, the spatial-temporal framework is

proposed to capture such dependence structure over age and year dimensions [31].

Multi-population mortality modeling

Globalization influences the increase in life expectancy worldwide and makes countries

more interdependent. Advancements in technology and healthcare in one country will

likely spread to nearby regions, causing similar impacts in other countries. Therefore, it is

reasonable to assume that the mortality improvement rates over time for countries/ pop-

ulations with similar socio-economic status or shared geographical borders are correlated.

Here, one can relate to the aggregate mortality rates for both genders in a population,

group of countries within a region, causes of death, etc. This means that the traditional

approach of modeling mortality rates for a single population becomes increasingly inad-

equate. It possibly can result in the unrealistic crossovers in the mortality projections in

the long run, due to the independence assumption imposed among populations.

In recent decades, a new phase of mortality models has been emerging, focusing on

frameworks that can model the mortality rates for more than one population. The con-

ceptual driver of multi-population modeling is the idea of commonality in the mortality
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experiences of different countries, offering an opportunity for data fusion to better capture

trends and denoise raw data. Ideally, multi-population models should gain better im-

provement in predictive accuracy over single models while capturing the cross-dependence

between populations. In addition, the resulting models must generate coherent forecasts,

which refers to the long-term mortality projections of multiple populations converging to

a common mortality pattern. The feature of coherent forecasts is indeed one of the most

important criteria to evaluate the multi-population models [78].

A majority of multi-population mortality modeling can be traced back to the Lee-

Carter model developed for modeling mortality rates in a single population. Among these

approaches, the augmented common factor (ACF) model introduced by Li and Lee [69]

has become the trend setter. It maintains the commonality in the mortality projections

in the long run while allowing population-specific trends to continue in the short term.

A volume of articles further confirm the capability of the Li-Lee model to improve the

predictive accuracy over single-population models by better estimating the parameters

as a result of borrowing information between populations, especially for populations with

high levels of noise in the data.

One of the drawbacks of the Li-Lee model is its exhaustive computation time as

there are hundreds of parameters required to be estimated. A series of extensions and

modifications have been proposed to reduce the parameter space while maintaining the

model performance [32, 38, 59]. Yet, this family of models still lacks the ability to provide

convenient interpretation of the mortality improvement rates of different ages over time.

Lack of close-form expression of the mortality improvements weighs in serious limitations

as they offer better insights about the mortality evolution over time. The multivariate

structure of the model takes age and year into account but does not allow other mortality

dynamics such as spatial and socio-economic factors. Additionally the Li-Lee model
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and its extensions are subjected to the underlying semi-parametric structure that may

produce un-smooth predicted curves in the age dimensions. Actuarial tables derived from

such results can lead to unreasonable pricing for different insurance products.

Most of the existing works explore the application of multi-population mortality mod-

eling for the overall mortality rates in different populations. Yet, only a few studies have

considered multi-population mortality modeling for simultaneously fitting the mortality

rates of multiple causes of death within a country or across countries. First, the number

of causes and the selection of causes for joint modeling are critical to understand how

cause-specific trends influence the future aggregate trends. A short number of causes is

not adequate to detect key drivers of the mortality improvements; an excessive number

of causes can pose computational challenges. Second, the interdependent relationships

between causes are more complex than the overall mortality rates. There is however a

lack of methods that can capture such cross-cause dependencies. For instance, it is not

straightforward to model multiple causes of deaths via the Li-Lee model. This is because

the assumption of commonality in the mortality rates between populations is not neces-

sarily true in the context of causes of death. In this case, additional works are needed to

confirm the commonality between causes prior to fitting the Li-Lee model.

Mortality database

A crucial element of multi-population mortality modeling is data availability and data

quality for multiple populations. The modern advancement in data innovations for the

most part enhances the expansion of mortality databases quantitatively and qualitatively.

In particular, many studies examining the multi-population mortality modeling for all-

cause mortality rates rely on datasets from the Human Mortality Database (HMD) [50],

which provides the aggregate mortality statistics at the national levels for more than 40
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developed countries across the globe. There are other alternative international mortality

databases that cover many more countries compared to the HMD such as the World

Health Organization, the United Nations Population Division, Eurostat. However, these

databases are often restricted to short time periods, lack of information on advanced

ages (above 80), and lack of measures to attain high levels of the overall data quality.

Addressing these challenges, the HMD applies the same consistent set of procedures on

each country and presently focuses on developed economies where death registrations and

census data must be nearly complete (close to 99%) and reliable [12]. Many countries

in the HMD have data coverage more than 100 years, one example being the Sweden

dataset started as early as in 1751.

The complete mortality data for each country in the HMD contains birth and death

counts, population exposed to risk of death (period and cohort), and life tables (period

and cohort). All data files are organized by sex (male, female, and both), age (ranges

between 0 to ages above 110 in either 1-year or 5-year age groups), and calendar years

(1-year, 5-year, or 10-year time intervals). The length of data coverage in each country

can vary, depending on data available historically and most recently in a country. Part of

our analysis on the overall mortality rates, we rely on one-year age groups, concentrating

on Ages 50–84 (retirement ages most relevant for predictive actuarial analysis) for both

genders and calendar Years 1990–2016. We consider various subsets of the following 16

European datasets: Austria (AUT), Belgium (BEL), Czech Republic (CZE), Denmark

(DEN), Estonia (EST), France (FRA), Germany (GER), Hungary (HUN), Latvia (LAT),

Lithuania (LTU), Netherlands (NED), Poland (POL), Spain (ESP), Sweden (SWE),

Switzerland (SUI) and United Kingdom (UK or GBR).

In April 2020, the new component of the HMD, the Short-term Mortality Fluctuations

(STMF) data series, was added to accommodate the critical need of short-term mortality

9
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analyses in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. It contains the detailed country-specific

mortality, segregated by week (52 weeks), sex, and age groups in 38 countries.

For the decomposition of overall mortality rates into causes of death, the Human

Cause-of-death Mortality Database (HCD) [48] provides ready-to-use cause-specific mor-

tality datasets for more than a dozen countries globally. The HCD offers three levels for

the classification of causes. The short list (with 16 broad categories) and intermediate list

(103 categories) are the same across countries, while the full list is country-specific. Data

for each country is organized by calendar years, 5-year age groups, sex (male, female,

and both), and causes. A well-known challenge of cause-specific mortality rates is the

disruption in the mortality trends, provoked by the regular transition in the International

Classification of Disease (ICD). The current 10th Revision of ICD is far more detailed

with the addition of 8,000 categories compared to the 9th Revision [6]. As cause-of-death

records switched to the 10th Revision, death counts were shifted among some categories.

To minimize such jumps, the HCD reconstructed death assignments between the old and

the new ICD Revisions; this reconciliation is already part of the HCD datasets the users

can directly use. For cause-of-death study in this thesis, we rely on mortality datasets

of top cancer variations from 3 countries: Czech Republic (CZE), Germany (DEU), and

Poland (POL). In particular, we focus on five-year age groups between 50–84 in the

period 1998–2016 for both genders.

Machine learning in mortality modeling

There are only a few predictive models that can take full advantage of the current

wealth of data. For instance, the benchmark Li-Lee model and its extensions can only

handle up to two populations per fitting. This generates the need for frameworks that

can efficiently incorporate a large number of populations, for the purpose of examining
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the global convergence in the mortality rates. On this basis, an alternative is to bor-

row machine learning techniques to cope with the demand of modeling large mortality

datasets. In demography and actuarial science, the application of machine learning is

still limited. It is viewed as a ‘black box’ that is data-driven and hard to explain, hence

less attractive to be used in heavily regulated field such as insurance. During the recent

time, actuaries have started to explore machine learning techniques that can offer inter-

pretable results and valuable insights, in order to make actuarial work more accurate and

efficient. In terms of mortality modeling, techniques that allow expert-based opinions in

the long-term mortality projections are even more appealing to incorporate for possible

changes in the mortality dynamics in the future.

One of the machine learning techniques making waves for its application in mor-

tality modeling is the Gaussian Process (GP) regression [57, 63, 73, 85, 109]. It is a

kernel-based probabilistic model that can handle the complex non-parametric relation-

ships between the logarithms of mortality rates and covariates (age, calendar year, cohort,

ect.) in the data. The main idea of this framework is to view a mortality table as a la-

tent input-output response surface, corrupted by observation noise. Using the Bayesian

lens, mortality modeling translates to smoothing (aka interpolating) and extrapolating

this surface, specifically using multivariate Gaussian conditioning with respect to obser-

vations. This yields a full uncertainty quantification not just for mortality rates, but

also for mortality improvement factors. While GP regression is proved to be a power-

ful modeling tool for single-population mortality rates, its application in the domain of

multi-population mortality modeling is not yet explored.
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Multi-output Gaussian Process

This dissertation is concerned with the multivariate extension of single-output GP

(SOGP) regression to jointly model the mortality rates of multiple populations, which

we will refer to as multi-output GP (MOGP). Our primary interest is to apply a GP

regression framework to fit the mortality datasets, and then perform predictions for mul-

tiple populations instead of one, see Figure 1.1. Within the machine learning community,

MOGPs are also sometimes called multi-task GPs, in which case an output is instead

referred to as a task. The terminology used can differ but the idea is the same. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first work that considers approaches within MOGP

framework for multi-population mortality modeling. The main contributions of this dis-

sertation are to (i) develop and implement several approaches within the MOGP for the

application of multi-population mortality modeling; (ii) employ various metrics to eval-

uate the model performance for both mortality measures, all-cause mortality rates and

by-cause mortality rates; and (iii) propose a scalable approach to efficiently handle large

number of populations, taking advantage of rich mortality datasets from the HMD and

the HCD.

The early form of MOGPs was first introduced in geostatistics under the names ‘co-

kriging’ or ‘multivariate kriging’ [51]. Later on, it gained popularity in the machine

learning community for studies in the areas of transfer learning and multi-output/ multi-

task learning. The underlying assumption in MOGP is that it can efficiently exploit

the information sharing between the outputs via spatial cross-correlation to improve the

prediction performance compared to ‘no-transfer’ or single-output models. In a multi-

population context, it can improve model fitting procedure, by de-noising and smoothing

the mortality experience that can successfully capture important trends in each popula-

12
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Figure 1.1: Illustration on how Multi-output Gaussian Process regression is deployed
to simultaneously model two longevity surfaces over Age–Year inputs, one for Male
population and one for Female population in Denmark.

tion, especially in the ones with large observational noise.

In the HMD and HCD, datasets for different countries do not line up, both due to

historical availability and different timelines for updating with most recent experience.

As of July 2021, most countries in the HMD already have 2019 data added, some coun-

tries have most recent 2020 data available, and some others are still lagging behind with

data up to 2016. Unlike factor models such as the Li-Lee model and its extensions that

can only handle rectangular datasets (populations with the same length of observations

and end year), MOGPs are easily adaptable for non-rectangular datasets. This presents

an opportunity to borrow the latest information from other populations to improve the

domestic mortality predictions. We can take full advantage of the most recent observa-

tions available in several populations being modelled, instead of dropping them out prior

to the model fitting process.

Another advantage of MOGP is that it is straightforward to apply the framework to

jointly model the mortality surfaces of multiple causes of death. Different from the Li-Lee

13
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model that explicitly assumes a common factor shared by all populations, MOGP mod-

els postulates the statistical dependence across different function outputs. It is therefore

more amenable to handle larger collections of populations where more complex mor-

tality dynamics may be present. Additionally MOGP offers great degree of flexibility

as we can utilize different parametric forms to capture the deterministic trends of the

mortality experience in the data. We can enforce the desired coherence in both the mor-

tality rates and improvement rates, or possibly the divergent scenarios in the long-term

projected trends. Last but not least, it allows expert-based forecasts that “incorporate

demographic, epidemiological, and other relevant knowledge” [15] to adjust the future

mortality rates if necessary.

The efficiency in sharing information between populations along with flexibility to

handle complex relationships in the MOGP framework make it an ideal candidate for

modeling large-scale datasets. When the mortality rates are segregated by hierarchical

levels (e.g. Region-Country-State-Gender), the number of populations we wish to incor-

porate within MOGP can grow exponentially. For such instance, we investigate a scalable

MOGP approach that exploits the special structured kernel to efficiently manage a large

number of populations. This method focuses on speeding up the computation in MOGP,

which is well-suited for mortality tables with gridded structures [70].

As further supplementary material, we provide an online tutorial with additional

animations and visualizations, see: https://nhanhuynh46.github.io/MOGPTutorials/

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews in detail the GP

regression framework for modeling mortality data for a single population. We explain

how the framework is formulated within the Bayesian paradigm, and introduce the GP

hyperparameters and their interpretations. Chapter 3 is a broad overview of our three pa-

pers concerning the application of the MOGP framework for multi-population mortality

14
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modeling.

The main results in the first paper are presented in Chapter 4. It describes the mul-

tivariate extension of SOGP to jointly model the overall mortality rates from multiple

populations. We introduce the general setup to incorporate information across popula-

tions via the shared full-rank covariance kernel. We then proceed to analyze the results

and evaluate the performance of the full-rank MOGP approach over SOGP models with

numerous case studies. Several features of MOGPs are emphasized to demonstrate how

our models meet all the requirements of the multi-population mortality model in the

literature.

Chapter 5 is based on the second paper in which we introduce the intrinsic coregion-

alization model as a dimensional reduction approach in MOGP. We clearly lay out the

mathematical framework and the underlying assumptions of the coregionalization model.

Through multiple case studies, we illustrate the efficiency of the approach to model up

to 8–12 populations per fitting and how the model offers clustering insights about popu-

lations being considered. We also dive deep into how the model can be used to maximize

the predictive gains over single-population models.

Finally, we present the results in the third paper in Chapter 6. We study several

extensions in the MOGP framework to model the mortality rates of multiple causes

(and sub-causes) of death in the context of multi-population modeling. We explore an

approach to relax the assumption of commonality between the mortality trends between

causes. A scalable approach is also examined to efficiently incorporate a larger number

of populations while ensuring the prediction quality of joint models. We propose several

metrics to evaluate the performance of joint models at the aggregate level, in terms of

the accuracy of the predicted results and the quality of the full predictive distribution.

15
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1.1 Permissions and Attributions

1. The content of Chapter 4 is the result of a collaboration with Michael Ludkovski

and Howard Zail, and has previously appeared in the Society of Actuaries 2020

Living to 100 Mongraph [53].

2. The content of Chapter 5 is the result of a collaboration with Michael Ludkovski,

and has previously appeared in the Annals of Actuarial Science [52]. It is repro-

duced here with the permission of Andreas Tsanakas from the AAS.

3. The content of Chapter 6 is the result of a collaboration with Michael Ludkovski.

This paper is still in progress.
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Chapter 2

Gaussian Process Regression for

Mortality Table

In this chapter, we review the application of Gaussian Process (GP) regression as a

machine learning framework to model the mortality rates. It is a non-parametric and

data-driven approach for determining the spatial-temporal dependence in the mortality

rates. It is employed to smooth the raw mortality surface across dimensions such as

Age and Calendar Year. Formulated with the Bayesian paradigm, it provides the rich

uncertainty quantification for both in-sample smoothing and out-of-sample forecasts. In

addition, GP is able to generate stochastic trajectories of future mortality experience.

It offers a unified approach of modeling mortality rates and mortality improvement; we

have a closed form of distribution of the mortality improvement factors.
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2.1 Gaussian Process Regression

We focus on modeling the mortality rates over a 2-dimensional input space, Age and

Year. The mortality data can be viewed as a table with N number of rows, see Table

2.1. The nth cell (or observation) in the table contains (i) Age and Year as a pair of

independent variables, xn = (xnag, x
n
yr), and (ii) the logarithm of the observed mortality

rate,

yn = log

[
Death counts at (xnag, x

n
yr)

Exposed-to-risk counts at (xnag, x
n
yr)

]
= log

[
Dn

En

]
. (2.1)

The overall inputs vector x = x1:N and the observations y = y1:N are combined into the

complete dataset D = (x,y).

A Gaussian process (GP) is an infinite collection of random variables, any finite

number of which follows a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution. As such, a GP

f ∼ GP (m,C) is characterized by its mean function m(x) and its covariance structure

C(x, x′). This means that for any vector x of n inputs:

f(x1), . . . , f(xn) ∼ N
(
m(x),C(x,x)

)
where m(x) = E[f(x)] is the mean vector of size n and C(x,x) is the n by n covariance

matrix, C(x, x′) := E[(f(x)−m(x))(f(x′)−m(x′))].

In a GP regression setup, the latent f links the observations or output vector y to

the input vector x via:

yi = f(xi) + εi, (2.2)

where εi is the error term to accommodate the fact that we observe only a noisy sample of

f(xi). In our context, xi are the individual cells in a mortality table, yi are observed raw

log mortality rates, and f(xi) is the true mortality rate that would materialize in the ab-
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Table 2.1: 2012 Mortality Table in Denmark

Inputs xn Log Mortality Rate yn Mortality Rate exp(yn)
Age (xnag) Year (xnyr) Male Female Male Female

... ... ... ... ... ...
70 2012 −3.7574 −4.1731 0.0233 0.0154
71 2012 −3.6963 −4.0793 0.0248 0.0169
... ... ... ... ... ...
80 2012 −2.6839 −2.9942 0.0682 0.0500
... ... ... ... ... ...

sence of any random shocks. We shall assume that the error terms εi are from i.i.d. Gaus-

sian distribution with zero mean and constant variance across all x’s: εi ∼ N (0, σ2) or

ε = (ε1, ..., εn) ∼ N (0,Σ = diag(σ2)). It follows that y ∼ N (m(x),C(x,x) + Σ), be-

cause

Cov(yi, yj) = Cov(f(xi), f(xj)) + σ2δ(xi, xj) (2.3)

where δ(xi, xj) is the Kronecker delta which is one iff the indices match i = j, and zero

otherwise.

GP regression works by applying the Bayesian formalism of assigning a prior distri-

bution to f ∼ GP (m,C) and using MVN conditioning relative to a dataset D to infer the

posterior distribution of f . The Gaussian structure of the prior and the Gaussian struc-

ture of (2.2) together with Bayes’ rule yield a Gaussian posterior for f |D ∼ GP (m∗, C∗):

Posterior distribution =
Prior distribution x Likelihood function

Marginal distribution

or p(f |D) ∝ p(f)p(y|x,Θ).

The principal objective is to draw prediction about f∗ ≡ f(x∗) or future observations
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(a) Raw log-mortality surface (b) Smoothed surface

Figure 2.1: Illustration on how we interpolate and extrapolate log-mortality rates of
Danish Males via single-output GP, fitted on Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2016. We
note the prevalent patterns, namely log mortality increasing roughly linearly in Age,
and decreasing gradually over calendar Year.

y∗ ≡ Y (x∗) at new inputs x∗. By construction, y and y∗ follow a joint MVN distribution:

 y

y∗

 ∼ N(
 m

m∗∗

 ,
 C + Σ C(x,x∗)

C(x,x∗)
T C∗∗ + Σ∗∗

)

where C(x,x∗) is the covariance matrix between training inputs x and test inputs x∗,

C∗∗ is the covariance matrix of x∗ and m∗∗ = m(x∗). The MVN formulas then imply

that

p(y∗|y) ∼ N (m∗(x∗),C∗(x∗,x∗)) where

E[y∗|D] = m∗(x∗) = m + C(x,x∗)
T [C + Σ]−1(y −m); (2.4)

Var(y∗|D) = C∗(x∗,x∗) = C∗∗ + Σ∗∗ −C(x,x∗)
T [C + Σ]−1C(x∗,x). (2.5)

Note that the posterior variance C∗(x∗,x∗) is equal to the prior variance C∗∗ + Σ∗∗
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minus a positive term which reflects the information gained (relative to the prior) from

the training data. Furthermore, (2.4)-(2.5) are valid for any x∗, i.e. both for in-sample

smoothing or for out-of-sample extrapolation.

2.2 GP Hyperparameters

To implement a GP model requires specifying its hyperparameters. Note that actual

inference reduces to linear-algebraic formulas in (2.8)-(2.9), and the modeling task is to

capture the spatial covariance, namely the mean and kernel functions.

1. Mean function describes the relevant trends in log-mortality rates, and is often

taken to be zero or a constant, m(x) = β0. This choice is adequate for in-sample

smoothing. For long-term extrapolation we wish to capture the commonly assumed

longevity features, such as higher mortality at higher ages via a linear mean func-

tion: m(x) = β0 + βag1 x
n
ag, implying that mortality rates tend to rise exponentially

in Age.

2. Covariance function captures the correlation between mortality rate at a given

Age and Year and mortality rates at other coordinates. For example, we expect

the mortality for age 70 in 2010 or xi = (70, 2010), to be more correlated with

xj = (69, 2011) than with xj = (50, 1995). A common covariance kernel in GP is

the squared-exponential (SE) kernel that is defined as:

C(xi, xj) = Ci,j = η2exp

[
−

(xiag − xjag)2

2θ2
ag

−
(xiyr − xjyr)2

2θ2
yr

]
. (2.6)

Above, η2 is the process variance: when xi ≈ xj, the covariance reaches its maxi-

mum value C(xi, xj) ≤ η2; when xi and xj are far apart, the covariance becomes
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very small, C(xi, xj) ≈ 0. This feature of expressing the dependence structure

through a spatial perspective is central to GPs and is controlled by the hyper-

parameters θag and θyr in (6.3) that are called characteristic length-scales. The

lengthscales determine how much influence an observation has on others in the Age

and Year dimensions, respectively. Note that θag —lengthscale for Age—and θyr

—lengthscale for Year—are not comparable. The overall hyperparameter set for

C(·, ·) is (θag, θyr, η
2, σ2).

3. Observation Likelihood. We assume a constant observation noise σ = StDev(εi) ∀i

which is estimated via Maximum Likelihood or Markov Chain Monte Carlo along

with all other hyperparameters. This assumption is not entirely realistic as each

age group has a different exposed-to-risk counts, i.e. older age groups have rela-

tively smaller count values Dx and Ex, thus possessing larger observational noise.

However, based on the discussion in [73] the impact of modified observation models

is minimal. A common alternative is to assume a Poisson likelihood given mortality

experience comes from count data. However it is well known that mortality data

are overdispersed, so that parametrization is also mis-specified.

An important aspect that influences the goodness-of-fit of a GP model is its spatial

smoothness. The squared exponential covariance kernel (6.3) makes the mortality curves

infinitely differentiable in both Age and Year dimensions (note that the GP is defined over

x ∈ R2
+ and so provides a continuous interpolation of the observed data gridded by year).

This will be exploited below for computing mortality improvement factors. Moreover,

the lengthscales θ affect the qualitative nature of the fitted m∗(·). When lengthscales

are too large, the fitted curves are over-smoothed and the influence of individual data

points attenuates [85]. As a result, there is less flexibility in m∗(·); to compensate, the
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estimated observation noise is increased and the model under-fits. In contrast, too small

lengthscales indicate over-fitting of the spatial dependence, generating high-frequency

oscillations in the fitted m∗(·) and low observation noise σ2.

A generalized version of (2.2) incorporates a parametric prior mean of the form

m(x) = β0 +
∑p

j=1 βjhj(x), where hj’s are some fixed basis functions and the βj’s

are unknown coefficients. The coefficients β = (β1, ..., βp)
T are augmented to the ker-

nel hyperparameters and estimated simultaneously. Let h(x) =
(
h1(x), ..., hp(x)

)
and

H =
(
h(x1), ...,h(xN)

)
, then the estimation of β along with the predicted posterior

mean and variance s2
∗(x∗) for a new input x∗ is:

β̂ = (HT (C + Σ)−1H)−1HT (C + Σ)−1y; (2.7)

m∗(x∗) = h(x∗)
T β̂ + c(x∗)

T (C + Σ)−1(y −Hβ̂); (2.8)

s2
∗(x∗) = C(x∗, x∗)+

+(h(x∗)
T − c(x∗)

T (C + Σ)−1H)T (HT (C + Σ)−1H)−1(h(x∗)
T − c(x∗)

T (C + Σ)−1H).

(2.9)

We note that the mean and kernel functions interact : choosing the mean function is

analogous to de-trending, and choosing the covariance function is analogous to modeling

the residuals. An informative mean function will imply that the residuals are smaller

(lower η2) and de-correlated (small θ’s) compared to assuming a constant mean, which

will lead to high η2 and larger θ’s.

Estimating the parameters. Our overall set of hyper-parameters is Θ = (θag, θyr, η
2, σ2,β).

We can learn values of the hyperparameters via optimization of the marginal likeli-

hood function which is the integral of the likelihood times the prior: p(y|x,Θ) =∫
p(y|f ,Θ)p(f |x,Θ)df . Since p(y|x,Θ) = N (m,C + Σ) and if we assume the mean
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function is known or fixed, the log-likelihood of the marginal is simply a MVN density:

log p(y|x,Θ) = −1

2
yT (C + Σ)−1y − 1

2
log |C + Σ| − N

2
log(2π). (2.10)

We have to solve a system of nonlinear equations to maximize (2.10) which yields the MLE

estimate. We implement GP fitting via the function km() from the package DiceKriging

[88] in R. That package carries out MLE of Θ using a genetic optimization algorithm.

2.3 Bayesian Gaussian Process Regression

The GP hyperparameters summarize the covariance structure of the fitted mortality

model. The MLE method provides a point estimate ΘMLE of that structure, i.e. a

“best guess” of a GP surface that fits the data. Uncertainty quantification is a major

component of our analysis, in particular in assessing how similar or different are the

various populations. To this end, we aim to quantify model risk, i.e. the range of GP

models that are consistent with the data via a Bayesian formulation. The Bayesian

GP starts with a prior on Θ and then integrates out the likelihood of the observed

data to obtain the posterior distribution of the hyperparameters. A point estimate of

Θ is additionally obtained from the maximum a posteriori (MAP) hyperparameters,

ΘMAP = argmaxΘ

∑
i log p(yi|Θ)p(Θ). In fact, MLE can be viewed as a special case

of MAP with improper uniform priors. In our analysis, we employ weakly informative

priors to minimize influence of a priori assumptions (so that the data speaks for itself)

but still regularize inference by keeping hyperparameters within reasonable ranges.

In practice, computing the posterior density p(Θ|D) requires to evaluate an intractable

multidimensional integral. MCMC algorithms bypass this challenge by drawing samples
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Θ(1),Θ(2), . . . ,Θ(M) from the posterior. Traditionally, MCMC sampling for GP models

was challenging due to strong correlation among the hyperparameters. Recently, powerful

new techniques, in particular Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) have been developed to

overcome this challenge. We implement Bayesian GP using Stan [18] that is built upon

efficient HMC. Stan is a free, open-source software, written in C++ language, and has risen

to be one of the most efficient toolboxes to perform Bayesian inference and optimization

for statistical models.

Following Stan recommendations, we standardize the input covariates (by subtracting

the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, xiag,std := (xiag − µxag)/σxag) to reduce

the autocorrelation between the hyperparameters and thus increase the efficiency in the

MCMC chains. HMC in Stan further helps to cope with this autocorrelation. Stan

returns a set of posterior MCMC samples for βββ and Θ based on standardized data, so we

then have to convert these values back to the original scales. For instance, the sampled

hyperparameters βstd· of the linear mean function are transformed back by:

m(xi) = β0 + βag1 x
i
ag = β0 + βag1 (xiag,stdσxag + µxag)

=
(
β0 + βag1 µxag) + βag1 σxagx

i
ag,std

Thus: βag1 =
βag,std1

σxag
and β0 = βstd0 −

(
βag,std1

σxag

)
µxag ; in similar fashion, we can transform

the lengthscales in the covariance kernel: θag = σxagθ
std
ag and θyr = σxyrθ

std
yr .
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2.4 Further Model Outputs: Improvement Factors

and Life Expectancy

A common way to interpret a mortality surface is via the (annual) mortality im-

provement factors which measure longevity changes year-over-year. In terms of the ob-

servations, the raw annual percentage mortality improvement is 1− exp
(
y(xag ;xyr)

)
exp
(
y(xag ;xyr−1)

) . The

smoothed improvement factor is obtained by replacing y’s by the GP model posterior

m∗’s:

∂mGP
back(x) :=

[
1− exp(m∗(xag;xyr))

exp(m∗(xag;xyr − 1))

]
. (2.11)

Another way to visualize the output of a mortality model is via the resulting (condi-

tional) life expectancy. To do so, we fix Age and Year and employ the estimated mortality

rates across future ages. For an individual aged (xag, xyr), (complete) life expectancy is

calculated as:

e̊(xag ,xyr) ≈
1

2
+ e(xag ,xyr) =

1

2
+

110−xag∑
t=1

S(t), (2.12)

where the survival function S(t) is evaluated recursively as S(0) = 1 and

S(t+ 1) = S(t)
[
1−m∗(xag+t;xyr)

]
. (2.13)

Because our training set is only up to Age 85, we use the supplied actuarial life tables for

Ages 90+ to compute (2.13). More results of the projected life expectancy can be found

in Section 4.3.1.
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2.5 Performance metrics

To assess model performance we employ different metrics. First, we consider out-

of-sample predictive accuracy, comparing observed future mortality to its mean model

forecast. The most common choice is root mean squared error (RMSE); however RMSE

is highly sensitive to outliers and also to the pattern that mortality errors will be neces-

sarily larger at higher Ages. To remedy this, we focus on the mean absolute percentage

error (MAPE) measure, specifically its symmetric (SMAPE) version that corrects for the

tendency of MAPE to put heavier penalties on over-estimating the observations [9, 76]:

SMAPE :=
100

M

M∑
i=1

|Y i∗ −m∗(xi∗)|
(|Y i∗|+ |m∗(xi∗)|)/2

, (2.14)

where Y i∗ is the realized observed value at test input xi∗ and m∗(x
i
∗) is the predicted log-

mortality rate by the model. Unlike the squared errors, SMAPE is a scale-independent

measure that is convenient to compare across different data sets.

In addition to SMAPE, we also use the Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS)

metric to assess the quality of the probabilistic forecasts produced by a MOGP. Indeed,

one of the major benefits of GP-based mortality models is a full distribution for future

observations y∗(x∗) which allows a more detailed uncertainty quantification beyond just

looking at the predictive mean m∗(x∗). CRPS is an example of a proper scoring rule and

is defined as

CRPS(F, y∗) :=

∫
R

(
F (z)− 1{z≥y∗}

)2
dz, (2.15)

where F is the predictive (cumulative) distribution and y∗ is the realized outcome. Aver-

aging over many outcomes, CRPS can be interpreted as the squared difference between

the forecasted and the empirical cumulative distribution functions. In particular, CRPS
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penalizes both bias and excessive predictive variance. A model with lower mean CRPS

is judged to be better.

2.6 Kernel Selection

The choice of the kernel family is the centerpiece of GP modeling. Through out this

thesis we employ the SE kernel (Chapter 4 & 5) and the Matérn-5/2 kernel (Chapter 6),

but manifold alternatives exist. Investigating which kernel is best is beyond the scope

of this thesis which focuses on how to capture the multi-population aspect. The Matérn

family [85], in particular Matérn-5/2 is a common default choice in a machine learning

context. It takes the form:

C(x, x′) = η2
∏

k∈{ag,yr}

(
1 +

√
5

θk
|xk − x′k|+

5

3θ2
k

(xk − x′k)2

)
e
−
√
5

θk
|xk−x′k| (2.16)

Compared to SE which yields infinitely differentiable m(·), Matérn-5/2 gives predictive

means that are only twice differentiable. In particular, this implies that the respec-

tive MI would be just once-differentiable and might exhibit higher-order discontinuities.

Empirically, that leads to more “wiggly” fits that visually fit the historical data closer.

Because mortality is expected to change slowly and smoothly, such behavior might not

be desirable, although a comprehensive analysis is needed to assess which kernel works

better.

One may employ composite kernels, i.e. go beyond the simple form of the SE kernel

through adding and multiplying several covariance functions. We refer to Duvenaud [36]

for a comprehensive guide. For instance, one may embed a linear trend in Age directly
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inside the covariance function by taking

C̃(xi, xj) = α2
0 + α2

agx
i
agx

j
ag + η2exp

[
−

(xiag − xjag)2

2θ2
ag

−
(xiyr − xjyr)2

2θ2
yr

]
. (2.17)

This allows to set the priors of the mean parameters within the covariance kernel.

Alternatively, one may design custom covariance functions that target special features

of mortality surfaces. For example, it is well known that many populations exhibit a birth

cohort effect, whereby mortality is a function not just of Age and Year, but also of Birth

Year = Year− Age. Thus, one could consider a kernel that takes incorporates dependence

on Birth Year. One example is

C̃(xi, xj) = η2exp

[
−

(xiag − xjag)2

2θ2
ag

−
(xiyr − xjyr)2

2θ2
yr

−
(xiyr − xiag − xjyr + xjag)

2

2θ2
bc

]
. (2.18)

This would work exactly like the analysis below, except one must fit three length-scale

hyperparameters θ. Note that because the covariates enter into the covariance function

nonlinearly, there is no issue with parameter identification.

As mentioned, all the above generalizations would be computationally trivial to add.

Some effort might be necessary to obtain the analytic expressions for mortality improve-

ment (MI, i.e. the gradient of C̃). Rigorous model selection would require to focus on

a given performance metric (such as SMAPE) and would also need to account for the

varying model complexity. Figure 2.2 (a) & (b) compares employing a Matérn-5/2 kernel

instead of the squared exponential one. The results are illustrated via the smoothed

mortality rates and the respective improvement rates for Danish Males. We observe that

the Matérn-5/2 based fit hews closer to the historical data which leads to more “rough”

mortality improvement factors. Otherwise, the differences are mild.
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Illustration I: Comparing a GP model with a Matérn-5/2 covariance kernel vis-a-vis
one with a squared-exponential kernel. We show mortality rates and improvement rates
for Danish Males, via models using mortality rates of Danish Males, Ages 70–84 and
Years 1990–2016.
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Illustration II: Heatmap of the predicted mortality improvement rates using a squared
exponential kernel without and with a Birth–Cohort term (2.18) for UK Males. The
single-population model is fitted on Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2016.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of alternative covariance kernel specifications on the GP model output.

Table 2.2 illustrates the impact of implementing a composite kernel, namely the

sum of a linear kernel and a SE kernel in (2.17). We again consider Male mortality in

Denmark within a single-population setup. The selected composite kernel is functionally

equivalent to an SE kernel with a linear trend function [36], although the obtained results
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Table 2.2: Comparison between the hyperparameters from fitting a fused kernel
vis-a-vis a composite Linear+SE kernel (2.17) for a SOGP model for Danish Males,
Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2016.

Hyperparameter SE kernel Linear + SE kernel

Mean function
β0 −10.1560 0
βag 0.0951 -

Covariance
function

α2
0 - 36.6177

α2
ag - 0.0082
θag 12.5430 12.1455
θyr 15.1672 18.2727
η2 0.0598 0.0862
σ2 1.589e-03 1.592e-03

differ slightly since the optimized marginal likelihood functions are not algebraically the

same. We do observe essentially the same results (they are visually identical which is the

reason for not including a plot). Note that in Table 2.2 the hyperparameters associated

with the linear kernel, α2
0 and α2

ag, can be thought as the priors of the intercept and the

slope in Age, respectively. In contrast, with a parametric mean function, β0 is interpreted

as the intercept and β1 as the linear trend in Age.

We also briefly discussed the potential to incorporate Year-of-Birth term into the

covariance structure to capture cohort effects, cf. (2.18). Cohort effects manifest them-

selves in diagonal features on an Age-Year heatmap, see Figure 2.2 (c)-(d) where we

illustrate with data for UK Males Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2016. In the Figure we

display model–predicted mortality improvement rates covering the in-sample cells, as

well as forecasting out to year 2025. The bottom left panel (c) uses the base SE kernel

without a Birth–Year term; one can clearly see several diagonal patterns for birth cohorts

circa 1930, c. 1957 (both of which enjoyed larger than average MI) and c. 1965 (which is

experiencing negative MI).

To explicitly capture these features, in the bottom-right panel (d) we construct the
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same heatmap but now with covariance kernel C(x, x′) of the form (2.18). While the

in-sample patterns remain the same (as they should, being primarily data–driven), we

can spot differences in terms of out-of-sample forecasts. The Cohort-GP model makes the

historical cohort trends persist into the future; for example it makes the longevity of the

post-1945 cohort to continue to be materially worse than the World War II generation

(extreme top-right corner), while the no-Cohort model expects longevity deterioration in

the 2020s across all cohorts.

Adding a Birth-year term to C(x, x′) changes all the GP hyperparameters, especially

the length-scales, cf. Table 2.3. Since (2.18) has a product of three terms rather than

two as before, to maintain a similar correlation between a given x, x′, each length-scale

is attenuated. Thus, θyr more than doubles from ≈ 5.5 to ≈ 11.5, while θag increases

even more dramatically from ≈ 6.5 to ≈ 58 when a birth–cohort term is included. The

estimated Birth–Cohort length-scale, θbc ≈ 6.6, indicates that the typical “generation”

spans about 7 birth–years, e.g. 1939–1945, 1965–1972. As expected, the change should

have minimal impact on the GP mean function or the variance parameters η2, σ2. Based

on numerical experiments, we conclude that all the above modifications play a second-

order role in the quality of the model.

2.7 Interpreting the Single-Population Models

Table 2.4 illustrates fitted single-output GP models to the 10 selected Male datasets.

To summarize the main take-aways we provide the following comments about the various

fitted hyperparameters:

• In the mean function, the intercept coefficient β0 and the linear coefficient βag1

determine the shape of the mortality curve.
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Table 2.3: GP hyperparameters for fitting a covariance kernel with Birth–Cohort term
(2.18) for a SOGP model for UK Males, Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2016.

Hyperparameter Base case SOGP SOGP with
without cohort birth-cohort term

Mean function
β0 −10.3695 −10.1886
βag 0.0976 0.0961

Covariance
function

θag 6.5553 58.1212
θyr 5.5229 11.5091
θbc - 6.5911
η2 0.0239 0.0324
σ2 5.421e-04 5.260e-04

Table 2.4: Fitted hyperparameters of single-population GP models. Training set is
Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2016 for Males. Mean function is m(x) = β0 + βag1 xag.
Hyperparameter outliers are indicated with italics.

Denmark Estonia Lithuania Sweden UK

β0 −9.9809 −8.4675 −7.6614 −11.1924 −10.3695

βag1 0.0935 0.0788 0.0674 0.1071 0.0976

θag 11.3093 16.7860 9.7826 13.0261 6.5553

θyr 7.8445 3.3310 2.3587 10.3797 5.5229

η2 0.0445 0.0486 0.0155 0.0365 0.0239

σ2 2.707× 10−3 6.436× 10−3 2.936× 10−3 1.963× 10−3 5.421× 10−4

Austria France Germany Netherlands Switzerland

β0 −10.4653 −9.7192 −10.2552 −10.9651 −11.0439

βag1 0.0991 0.0890 0.0975 0.1053 0.1050

θag 6.5078 9.9525 9.2840 13.7416 10.7675

θyr 5.7786 8.4953 9.0939 6.5164 17.0494

η2 0.0322 0.0435 0.0370 0.0273 0.0724

σ2 2.052× 10−3 4.069× 10−4 8.163× 10−4 1.235× 10−3 2.602× 10−3

– The positive βag1 of Age in Table 2.4 matches our expectation of an increasing

Age factor. For example, βag1 ≈ 0.099 in Austria implies mortality rates

increase by 9.9% on average for each year of increase in Age.
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Table 2.5: Fitted observation noise variance in individual GP models versus population
by country in 2016. Estonia is the baseline with population of 1.3 million and fitted
σ2 ≈ 1/155.3625. Source: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat.

Pop’n ratio Inverse of σ2 ratio
Estonia 1 1

Lithuania 2.1950 2.1922
Denmark 4.3370 2.3776

Switzerland 6.3279 2.4729
Austria 6.6116 3.1352
Sweden 7.4859 3.2784

Netherlands 12.9026 5.2078
UK 49.6849 11.8718

France 50.7092 15.8156
Germany 62.4462 7.8849

– The intercept β0 determines the “average” baseline level of log-mortality after

removing the Age effect. Populations with higher life expectancy should have

lower β0. In Table 2.4, Sweden and Switzerland have lowest β0 and indeed

have the highest life expectancy in this group.

• θag controls the Age-correlation effect. For instance, θag = 6.51 in Austria can

be interpreted as Ages being correlated to about ±2θag = ±13 neighboring Age-

groups. This can be observed in Figure 4.1: populations with larger θag have much

flatter mortality improvement factors (i.e. less Age-dependent and more correlated).

Namely, θag is intuitively the “frequency” of fluctuations in ∂mGP
back(·), see the 3-4

inferred “waves” in Austrian MI in the Figure over a span of 35 Age groups (50–84);

while Denmark has only two such “waves” due to θag = 11.30.

• Similarly, θyr determines the influence of historical trends on the current mortality

experience. A typical value of θyr ≈ 5.78 in Austria implies that historical patterns

de-correlate and disappear after about a decade. Demographic knowledge implies
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that the Age structure is more persistent than the historical/temporal structure,

so we expect θag > θyr.

• Most countries have similar dependence structures where θag ∈ [6, 14] and θyr ∈

[4, 10]. In some smaller populations, such as Estonia and Lithuania, θyr is rather

small, suggesting a lot of Year-over-Year variability in mortality evolution.

• The observation noise σ2 represents the credibility of the observed raw mortality

rates. Results in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show large countries have less noisy

observations.
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Chapter 3

Overview

We now present the three papers. The first is Multi-Population Longevity Models: a

Spatial Random Field Approach, given in Chapter 4, joint work with Michael Ludkovski

and Howard Zail, published in the Society of Actuary 2020 Living to 100 Monograph

[53]. We propose a multivariate extension from SOGP to MOGP by treating Population

as a categorical input with one-hot encoding, for the study of all-cause mortality rates.

The joint covariance kernel in MOGP can be constructed by multiplying the kernel for

numerical covariates (Age and Year) with the kernel for the categorical ones. Under this

full-rank setup, all the populations are assumed to share the same length-scales in Age

and Year that control the spatial smoothness over Age-Year dimensions. We implement

fully Bayesian MOGPs that confirm the commonality in the mortality trends and the

benefit of data fusion to reduce the model risk, i.e. for fitting the best model. This

translates into tighter hyperparameter and latent-surface posteriors, affording a trans-

parent visualization of higher model stability and higher confidence into the predictive

forecasts. This chapter provides descriptive investigation of single-output GPs across

HMD datasets and a comprehensive comparison of the model performance (in-sample
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fitting and out-of-sample predictions) between SOGP and MOGP.

We demonstrate that the full-rank MOGP not only provides improved accuracy, but

intrinsically generates coherent joint future longevity. All the illustrations are however

limited to less than 4 populations. This is due to the number of hyperparameters required

to estimate the cross-population covariance increases exponentially with the number of

populations in the model.

The second is Multi-Output Gaussian Processes for Multi-Population Longevity Mod-

elling, given in Chapter 5, joint work with Michael Ludkovski, published in the Annals of

Actuarial Science [52]. We primarily investigate the Intrinsic Coregionalization Models

(ICM) [5] as a dimension reduction approach compared to the full-rank setup in Chapter

4. The joint covariance kernel in ICM-MOGP can be decoupled using Kronecker product

into (1) the cross-population covariance that measures the interaction between different

outputs and (2) the spatial covariance over Age-Year dimensions. This helps reduce the

computational complexity due to the property of Kronecker product in finding the in-

verse of the joint covariance kernel. Similar to the full-rank setup, ICM still assumes the

commonality in the experience mortality rates between populations. The key innovation

is the cross-population covariance in ICM can be approximated via low-rank method.

This leads to a significant reduction in the kernel hyper-parameter space when rank of

the cross-population matrix is small. The model provides clustering insights that are

analogous to the Principal Component Analysis, when attempting to describe the data

through the independent transformed latent functions.

We conduct an extensive analysis to link the similarity between populations (measured

through cross-correlation) and the model performance via predictive mean (via a mean-

squared-error related metric) and through scoring rules, such as CRPS that are based

on the quality of the full predictive distribution. Through multiple illustrations, we
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observe the ICM-MOGP framework is more tractable and efficient to jointly handle ∼ 12

populations. We also discuss in detail the choice of the covariance kernel in ICM-MOGP.

Due to the separability assumption, it is straightforward to implement different kernel

families such as the Matern 5/2, the composite kernels, and the ‘custom’ covariance

function to account for other special mortality dynamics.

Lastly, we present Application of Multi-Output Gaussian Processes for Cause-of-

Death Mortality in a Multi-Population Context, given in Chapter 6, which is a joint

work with Michael Ludkovski soon to be submitted for publication. We apply the ICM-

MOGP framework to jointly model cause-specific mortality rates in a multi-population

context. The framework offers tractability with close-form expression for the distribution

of the cause-specific mortality rates. We allow negative cross-cause correlation to capture

the reversed dynamics of the improvement rates between causes. Additionally we choose

the mean function to be cause-specific, implying the projected trends for these causes

won’t neccearily move at the same speed. Besides MOGP-ICM, we also look at several

extensions, one of which is the Semi-latent Factor Models (SLFM) [95]. The SLFM does

not require the assumption of sharing the spatial kernel over Age-Year inputs among

populations being modelled, or it allows the spatial heterogeneity among causes. We

conduct sensitivity analysis to distinguish the two models for tasks of in-sample fitting

and forecasting. Additionally the application of the structured Kronecker covariance has

been exploited for efficient GPs in [40, 43, 91]. We exploit such approach to cope with

multidimensional categorical inputs by taking advantage of the structured covariance

kernel via Kronecker methods.
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Multi-Population Longevity Models:

a Spatial Random Field Approach

4.1 Mortality Models across Multiple Populations

Mortality data are typically collected by jurisdictional areas, such as countries and

states. As a result global mortality experience is summarized in dozens of national

and sub-national registries, presenting a major data-analysis challenge. The burgeoning

Human Mortality Database [50] offers a centralized portal to nearly 40 such datasets,

yielding a rich source of cross-national longevity trends.

Significant value can be extracted from joint models of these mortality tables. By

aggregating data, one hopes to improve prediction accuracy (through better disentangling

of trends and “noise”) and simultaneously reduce model risk (by increasing credibility of

the forecasts). Moreover, joint models allow information fusion, which is very valuable

since mortality data are released asynchronously. With a joint model one can rely on the

newly released data of a related foreign population to update and improve the domestic
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forecast. Last but not least, joint models are critical for generating forecasts and future

scenarios simultaneously across multiple populations. Individual models will tend to be

non-coherent, i.e. include scenarios where the joint mortality trends cross-over or diverge

in unrealistic ways.

Yet few models exist for multi-population longevity analysis besides the 2-population

case. The latter case affords the convenient hierarchy of treating one population as the

baseline “index” and then separately modeling the “spread” or basis between the index

and the secondary population. With three or more populations one may still view one of

them as the index, but the conceptual meaning of the multiple resulting longevity spreads

becomes fuzzy. Moreover, in the commonly adopted Age-Period-Cohort-style models,

multiple populations are treated through decomposition into global- and population-

specific factors, implying that the number of factors grows linearly in the number of

populations. Since each factor (Age, Period, etc) contains 30+ parameters, one quickly

ends up with hundreds of parameters to be estimated, creating significant computation

and statistical inference bottlenecks.

To start bridging the gap between the wealth of data in the HMD and multi-population

stochastic longevity models, we investigate a spatial covariance framework. Our work

builds upon the Gaussian Process (GP) models for longevity introduced in Ludkovski

et al. [73]. GPs are a machine learning technique that is a centerpiece of probabilistic

data science. The main idea of this framework is to view a mortality table as a latent

input-output response surface, corrupted by observation noise. Using the Bayesian lens,

mortality modeling translates to smoothing (aka interpolating) and extrapolating this

surface, specifically using multivariate Gaussian conditioning with respect to observa-

tions. This yields a full uncertainty quantification not just for mortality rates, but also

for mortality improvement factors.
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With a GP approach, extension to multiple populations is conceptually straightfor-

ward: we treat populations as a factor covariate. The corresponding correlation structure

across factor levels (i.e. correlation in mortality experiences of different countries) is then

inferred and handled exactly the same as statistical dependence across Ages or Calen-

dar Years. Moreover, we show that GPs are well-suited for all of the joint modeling

tasks mentioned above. Their probabilistic structure naturally captures reduced model

risk (namely tighter hyperparameter and latent-surface posteriors) and straightforwardly

offers borrowing of information from “notched” datasets. Moreover, GPs intrinsically

generate coherent and fully-stochastic forecasts.

Related spatio-temporal frameworks were considered by Christiansen et al. [26] to

capture the spread between individual log mortality rates and weighted average log-

mortality and Debón et al. [31]. Another related analysis of the HMD can be found in

Carracedo et al. [19] who applied spatio-temporal Markov clustering to detect common

patterns of longevity across 26 European countries; see also [7]. More broadly, there is a

growing strand of literature addressing multi-population extensions of the now-classical

Lee-Carter stochastic mortality framework. The seminal work by Li and Lee [69] ex-

tended Lee-Carter to two populations, postulating a decomposition of mortality into

population-specific plus global Age and Period factors (for a total of 2L + 2 factors

with L populations). More parsimonious versions were proposed by Kleinow [59] who

considered a common Age effect, and Delwarde et al. [32] who proposed a common Pe-

riod effect. Enchev et al. [38] investigated several intermediate cases. Dispensing with

country-specific factors allows more interpretability, e.g. in the [59] CAE model one may

directly compare period effects across countries since these are scaled with the same age

parameters. From the other direction, the model of Li and Lee [69] functionally corre-

sponds to having a single degree of freedom in the evolution of the mortality curve over
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time. According to Li [68] at least two Age/Period factors are warranted, and accordingly

a multi-factor extension was investigated. Note that in our setup mortality curves are

non-parametric (i.e. as many degrees of freedom as there are data points).

Another way to introduce dependence between populations is through statistical

shrinkage within a Bayesian hierarchical model. Raftery et al. [84] modeled mortal-

ity of 160+ countries by first imposing a global hyper-prior over several one-dimensional

parameters and then constructing individual Lee-Carter models. A related approach is

taken up by [107]. This framework also permits to inject additional socio-economic or

geo-political covariates to capture the varying degree of dependence [14, 60].

Several different methods have been proposed to achieve coherent forecasts. In the

special situation of two populations, co-integration models are a viable strategy and

were studied in Hyndman et al. [54] for Male-Female mortality; see also the multi-level

functional regression approach in [92]. In a similar spirit, [30, 45, 66] investigated Vector

Autoregressive (VAR) approaches to achieve correlation across the multiple Period factors

of the aforementioned Li and Lee [69] framework. Alternatively, [24, 99] applied a copula

approach to capture the dependence between individual Period factors and Yang and

Wang [110] considered a Vector Error Correction model. As further extensions, Wang

et al. [100] incorporate structural breaks in order to capture time-varying mortality

improvement factors and Dong et al. [35] apply tensor decomposition to identify the

univariate Age, Year and Population factors.

Let us also mention other methods for multi-population mortality, such as those

based on hierarchical Buhlmann credibility theory [96, 97], hierarchical Bayes [72] and

continuous-time Levy processes [83].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next Section 4.1.1 illustrates

the co-dependence of mortality in the context of multiple European nations. Section
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4.2 present the GP approach to multiple-population mortality modeling. Our primary

results are in Section 4.3; additional features of joint GP models are in Section 4.4.

Finally, Section 4.5 concludes with the key take-aways and outlook for further analysis.

4.1.1 Motivation

The conceptual driver for joint longevity models is the idea of commonality in mor-

tality experiences of different countries. In other words, there are “global” longevity

trends that can be observed across datasets. This similarity is visualized in Figure 4.1

where we show smoothed mortality improvement rates (i.e. the “gradient” of mortal-

ity rate) across 10 European countries: Austria, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany,

Lithuania, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and UK. We see that there is a strong

common pattern, for example in 2016 there is a “wave” structure in Age where mortality

improvement in the 60–70 age range is generally lower than at either younger or older

ages. Such similarities imply opportunities to fuse information from existing data; they

are moreover structura (driven by shared demographics in Western Europe) and are ex-

pected to persist into the future. Thus, it is accepted that the mortality forecasts should

converge or remain stationary in the long run perpetuating historical regularities [15]. By

construction single-population models feature independent, hence divergent, stochastic

mortality factors.

In the context of a spatio-temporal model, the commonality of mortality experience

implies that there is an underlying global covariance structure. This similarity refers not

to the specific mortality (improvement) rates across countries, but to the degree that

such rates are correlated among themselves. Capturing this correlation is central to re-

duce model risk, i.e. the mis-specification between the true mortality evolution and the
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Figure 4.1: Smoothed annual Male mortality improvement factors ∂mGP
back(.; yr) (2.11)

in different countries, yr ∈ {2000, 2016}. The improvement factors are based on fitting
a GP model to each individual dataset, following the methodology in [73]. Inference
done separately for each country.

fitted model dynamics that arises due to using limited data to calibrate it. The previous

discussed Table 2.4 lists the hyperparameters of the GP models fitted to each of the

10 individual datasets. We observe that most countries have very similar dependence

structures, for example almost the same Age coefficients βag1 , and θag ∈ [6, 14]. However,

there are also a few outliers, such as the Switzerland dataset whose θyr parameter is rela-

tively very large and implies data under-fitting. The latter is in fact statistical anomalies,

i.e. the methodology has difficulty in correctly estimating these hyperparameters. As we

will show in Section 4.4.1, by working with more data, a joint model is able to crystallize

the underlying dependence pattern and offers a methodological tool to guard against

under- or over-fitting the data.

Data Source: We work with mortality data from the Human Mortality Database

(HMD) [50] which provides the aggregated mortality statistics at the national levels for

40 developed countries across the globe. For our analysis we rely on one-year age groups,

concentrating on Ages 50–84 (retirement ages most relevant for predictive actuarial anal-
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ysis) for both genders and calendar Years 1990–2016. We list out all 16 European datasets

employed for this study in Chapter 1.

The dataset is organized as a large table. The nth observation for the lth country

(l = 1, . . . , 10) contains (i) Age and Year as a pair of independent variables, (xnag, x
n
yr), and

(ii) the logarithm of the observed mortality rate, yn. We denote by Dl = {(xn, yn)}Nn=1

the dataset for the lth country.

4.2 Full-rank Multi-Output GP

In this section we proceed to set up the framework to incorporate information in

mortality across different populations by pooling them into one single dataset. In partic-

ular we want to pool data from populations with similarities in mortality (e.g., countries

within the same region, male and female population in a country, different states in the

same country).

Data aggregation is done by treating Population as categorical input. Let L be

the number of different populations considered. We now generate L factor levels, with

l = 1, . . . , L the code representing each population. This is encoded as additional input

dimensions, with each additional dimension coded as 1 or 0; see [27, 36, 42] for further

discussion of GP modeling with categorical covariates. Thus, the new input vector for

the nth observation in the joint model is: xn = (xnag, x
n
yr, x

n
pop,1, . . . , x

n
pop,L) where each

xnpop,l (l = 1, . . . , L) is an indicator function:

xnpop,l = 1{population=l} =


1 if population = l (the nth observation is from population l);

0 if population 6= l.
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There are two main types of covariates, Age & Year as the numerical inputs and

Population as the categorical one. First, we utilize the squared exponential kernel to

capture the dependence of log-mortality on Age and Year:

C̃i,j := η2exp

[
−

(xiag − xjag)2

2θ2
ag

−
(xiyr − xjyr)2

2θ2
yr

]
(4.1)

The above kernel function is parameterized through the scalar quantities (η, θag, θyr), and

these hyper-parameters are discussed in Section 2.2. Second, we define the exponential

kernel for the categorical input:

Γi,j,l1,l2 = exp

[
− θl1,l2δ

ij
l1,l2

]
where l1, l2 ∈ {1, . . . , L}, (4.2)

with

δijl1,l2 =


1 ith and jth observation come from populations l1 and l2;

0 otherwise.

Note that δijl1,l2 = 1{xil1 6=x
j
l1
} · 1{xil2 6=x

j
l2
} is symmetric in i and j.

To construct a covariance kernel for the joint model, we multiply a kernel (4.1) for

the numerical covariates xag, xyr with a kernel (4.2) for the categorical ones, see [82, 89].

Then, the covariance between input rows xi and xj is set as follows:

C(xi, xj) = η2exp

[
−

(xiag − xjag)2

2θ2
ag

−
(xiyr − xjyr)2

2θ2
yr

] ∏
{l1,l2}

exp

[
− θl1,l2δ

ij
l1,l2

]
(4.3)

=


η2C̃i,j if observations are from the same population;

η2C̃i,jΓi,j,l1,l2 if observations from populations l1, l2,
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When observations are from the same country, the covariance between the ith and jth

observation is the same as in a single-population model, cf. Equation (6.3). Intuitively,

Γl1,l2 ’s then discount the covariance when observations are from different populations,

Γl1,l2 < 1.

In Equation (4.3), Γl1,l2 is the function of the parameter θl1,l2 : large value of θl1,l2

implies low correlation between the two populations. Specifically, the correlation coeffi-

cient is rl1,l2 := exp
(
− θl1,l2

)
. Table 4.5 shows the fitted joint GP model for {Denmark,

France, Sweden, UK} ≡ {1, 2, 3, 4} Males, with population lengthscales: θ21 = 1.2602,

θ31 = 1.4569, θ41 = 0.0945, θ32 = 0.5123, θ42 = 0.4869, and θ43 = 1.2196; assuming cells

have the same Age and Year values, the cross-population correlation matrix is:


r21

r31 r32

r41 r42 r43

 =


0.28

0.23 0.60

0.91 0.61 0.30

 .

Thus, mortality rates in UK and Denmark are highly correlated (r41 = exp(−0.0945) =

0.91), while Sweden and France are little correlated with Denmark (r21 = 0.28 and

r31 = 0.23 respectively).

Two important assumptions are made in Equation (4.3). First, there is separability

[5] between the cross-population covariance and the covariance over the Age-Year inputs.

Second, observations across L populations share the same spatial covariance kernel. This

assumption is useful to examine the commonality in the mortality across populations via

the length-scales in Age and Year dimensions. It can be thought of as full statistical

shrinkage of the individual population covariances towards a common baseline, cf. Sec-

tion 4.4.1 below.

We note that unlike the Li and Lee [69] framework and its extensions that explicitly
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assume a common factor shared by all populations, the GP framework is more similar

to co-integration frameworks that postulate statistical dependence across f`’s. In that

sense GP modeling is more amenable to handling larger collections of populations where

more complex mortality clustering may be present, see Section 5.2.1.

Observation Noise: When modeling data from multiple populations, the observa-

tion noise variance σ2 changes for each of the different populations. We want to maintain

the homogeneity of noise variance within data from the same country and account for

heterogeneous characteristics when observations from multiple populations are combined,

in particular σl is smaller for larger populations in Table 2.5. Consequently, the variance

of an observation from population l in (2.2) is taken to be V ar(εi) = σ2
l where each σ2

l is

set to the output from individual GP model for population l. This is implemented using

the noise.var option within the km() call to DiceKriging [88].

Mean Function: For the mean function in a multi-population model one choice is

to make it the same across all populations, say m(xn) = β0. Alternatively, we may use a

linear mean function to take into account the different trends across populations:

m(xn) = β0 + βag1 x
n
ag +

L∑
l=2

βpop,lx
n
pop,l. (4.4)

Analogous to the coefficients of categorical covariates in regression, βpop,l can be inter-

preted as the mean difference between log mortality in population l and the baseline.

Note that (4.4) implies the same shared prior Age structure in all populations.

Bayesian hyper-priors: When fitting GP simultaneously for multiple countries, the

lengthscales θpop,l for the Population factor are added into the hyperparameter vector.

Similar to the chosen priors in individual GPs, the priors in joint-population GP are: β0 ∼

N (−4, 0.5) and β1’s ∼ N (0, 0.5); θstdag ∼ Inv-Gamma(9, 12), θstdyr ∼ Inv-Gamma(9, 12),
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and log η2 ∼ N (−1, 1). For the population lengthscales we use log θl1,l2 ∼ N (−1, 1) for

all l1, l2. The prior for the observation noise in population l is σ2
l ∼ N+(0, 0.5).

4.2.1 Qualitative Features of Multi-population Models

Having set up the joint mortality model, let us recap its main features compared to

the individual-country analysis as presented in Figure 4.1 and Table 2.4:

1. An aggregate model is expected to be more accurate, and have narrower credible

bands. Recall that (95%) credible bands are [m∗(x∗) ± 1.96s∗(x∗)], driven by the

posterior standard deviation s∗(x); we expect sJoint∗ < sIndiv∗ due to having a larger

dataset.

2. Fusing multiple populations reduces hyper-parameter uncertainty and helps to dis-

cover the “global” covariance structure. In particular, a joint model will achieve

shrinkage across individual mortality improvement rates. A joint Bayesian GP

model will further have tighter hyperparameter posteriors.

3. An aggregate model can be used to borrow the latest information from other coun-

try(ies) to improve prediction about the latest domestic mortality. This is especially

relevant with notched datasets where there is relatively more data in other popu-

lations.

4. A joint model can achieve long-range coherence or convergence across populations,

both in terms of mean forecast and individual stochastic scenarios. In particular,

one may explicitly specify the long-range spread between mortality experiences.

Last but not least, a joint model is important for “slicing-and-dicing” the dataset. A

challenge intrinsic to any spatio-temporal paradigm concerns the underlying assumption
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of covariance stationarity. Indeed, the GP model implies that the correlation structure

is homogeneous across the input space. This means for instance that the correlation

between Age 50 and Age 60 is the same as correlation between Age 75 and 85. De-

mographically, one would expect the old ages to be more correlated, hence the above

assumption might not be valid. The mis-specification in turn strongly affects both the

shape and width of the CI and suggests to build a model that is segmented by Age.

However, for individual countries this is problematic as credibility gets lost and model

inference becomes weaker. A combination of multiple countries can be used to boost

credibility, and provide reliable estimates of the respective correlation structures.

4.3 Results of Full-rank MOGP

4.3.1 Case Study I: Two Nordic Countries

As a first illustration, we build a joint GP model, as proposed in Section 4.2, for Male

mortality data across Sweden and Denmark (l = 1: Denmark and l = 2: Sweden). The

two countries share similar demographic characteristics, such as population size and are

Nordic neighbors. We test two different mean functions:

Example 1: Common constant mean function across both populations, m(xn) = β0.

Example 2: Linear mean function that takes into account the separation in mortality

between Denmark and Sweden:

m(xn) = β0 + βag1 x
n
ag + βpop,2x

n
pop,2. (4.5)

Analogous to a coefficient of categorical covariates in regression, βpop,2 ≡ βSWE can be

interpreted as the mean difference between log mortality in Sweden and in the baseline
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Table 4.1: Comparison between single-population GP models and a joint GP model for
Males in Sweden and Denmark. The training set is Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2012.

Parameters Denmark Sweden Denmark &
Sweden

Constant mean: m(x) = β0 for both countries

β0 −4.2190 −3.5037 −3.0996

θag 61.3880 28.8684 36.6561

θyr 56.3974 105.7308 43.2589

θDNK,SWE − − 0.0684

η2 10.7882 5.1866 3.9685

σ2
DNK 1.531× 10−3 − 1.531× 10−3

σ2
SWE − 8.418× 10−4 8.418× 10−4

Linear mean function m(x) from 4.5

β0 −10.5627 −11.2166 −11.0174

βag1 0.0984 0.1086 0.1046

βSWE − − 0.0794

θag 30.9987 19.4562 22.4098

θyr 19.5434 10.7198 23.2661

θDNK,SWE − − 0.3973

η2 0.1223 0.0416 0.1030

σ2
DNK 1.516× 10−3 − 1.516× 10−3

σ2
SWE − 8.025× 10−4 8.025× 10−4

country, Denmark.

Table 4.1 shows the output of a fitted joint GP model compared with GP models fitted

separately on each country. We observe that all joint hyper-parameters fall generally

between those of single-population models, illustrating hyper-parameter shrinkage. In

Example 2, the coefficient βSWE = .0794 implies that on average male mortality in

Sweden is higher than that in Denmark by 7.9%. The lengthscale θDNK,SWE controls the

correlation between Denmark and Sweden, see Section 4.2. We notice that θDNK,SWE in
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Table 4.2: Predicted Male Swedish mortality in 2013 and 2016 using a joint Denmark
+ Sweden GP model as in Table 4.1.

Year 2013 Observed

value µ

(2013)

Year 2016 Observed

value µ

(2016)

Single Joint GP Single Joint GP

Age m∗ s∗(y) m∗ s∗(y) m∗ s∗(y) m∗ s∗(y)

75 −3.4501 0.0300 −3.4682 0.0292 −3.4526 −3.4542 0.0399 −3.5285 0.0316 −3.5518

85 −2.2000 0.0330 −2.2189 0.0309 −2.2462 −2.1996 0.0461 −2.2578 0.0345 −2.2835

90 −1.5615 0.0473 −1.5761 0.0406 −1.6602 −1.5641 0.0637 −1.6029 0.0461 −1.6575

Table 4.3: Prediction accuracy via SMAPE for single-population and joint GP models
from Table 4.1. The test set is Ages 70–84 in Years 2013, 2015, and 2016.

SMAPE
2013 (one-year out) 2015 (three-year out) 2016 (four-year out)

Single Joint GP Single Joint GP Single Joint GP

Age ∈ [70, 84]
Denmark 1.5798 1.4451 1.3445 1.2862 1.2584 1.1955

Sweden 1.0450 0.8256 1.9752 1.1011 2.5272 0.9038

Example 1 (≈ 0.0684) is smaller than in Example 2 (≈ 0.3973). This can be explained

based on the choice of the mean function. When we assume both countries to share the

same constant trend, it induces a higher correlation between two populations.

Table 4.4 further compares the estimated e̊(xag ,xyr) (complete life expectancy) in Den-

mark and Sweden from three different approaches: individual GP model, joint GP, and

the HMD-provided life table from year 2013. Heatmaps of the fitted GP model residuals

(see Figure 4.2) show appropriate goodness of fit without any discernible spatial patterns

in either Age- or Year- dimensions. This validates the use of a spatial model and effective

capturing of the underlying mortality trends.

4.3.2 Impact of Joint Modeling on Prediction Quality

Table 4.2 displays out-of-sample prediction for male mortality in Sweden via the indi-

vidual GP and joint (Sweden + Denmark) GP models. We recall that m∗(x∗) denotes the
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Figure 4.2: Testing for dependence in residuals from a joint Denmark-Sweden GP model

Table 4.4: Predicted complete life expectancy, e̊(xag ;xyr) for Males aged 70 and 84, from
individual and joint GP models. LT refers to the HMD life table used as benchmark.

(Age,Year)
Denmark Sweden

GP Joint
GP

LT GP Joint
GP

LT

(70, 2013) 13.74 13.72 13.96 14.38 14.50 14.8
(84, 2013) 5.73 5.68 5.86 5.65 5.74 6

predicted posterior mean (see Section 2), while s2
∗(y∗) = C∗(x∗, x∗) + σ2

SWE corresponds

to the posterior marginal variance of y(x∗). For prediction in the near-term future such

as in 2013 and at Ages that are within or close to the training range [70, 84], we see

no significant difference in the prediction performance between the two approaches. We

do observe that the posterior variance in the joint model is smaller than one from the

individual model. This validates the advantage of a joint model to strengthen the confi-

dence in estimating the lengthscales. One way to conveniently compare the performance

in prediction between GP models is to visualize the outputs, see Figure 4.3. While for

Denmark, the differences are very slight, in Sweden model prediction starts to diverge for

xyr ≥ 2013 (models were fitted up to 2012). We see that the predicted curves produced

by a joint model are closer to the observed values in the test period from 2013-2016.
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Table 4.3 compares the predictive accuracy between the models via SMAPE and con-

firms that joint GP is better (smaller SMAPE values) at out-of-sample prediction in both

populations.
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Figure 4.3: 95% credible intervals for observed log-mortality y(x∗) across the individ-
ual SOGP and Full MOGP models. Top row: Denmark Males; bottom row: Sweden
Males. Up to 2011, the smoothed mortality curves and CIs are essentially identical.

4.3.3 Case Study II: Four European Nations

We can straightforwardly implement the joint GP framework to model the mortality

for more than 2 populations. Table 4.5 demonstrates a joint GP model on four countries:

Denmark, France, Sweden, and UK, trained on Males aged 70–84 and Years 1990–2012.

In Equation (4.4), the coefficient βag1 provides the log-linear Age pattern across all pop-
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Table 4.5: Joint model using mortality rates in 4 countries: Denmark, France, Sweden,
and UK. The aggregated training dataset contains Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2012
for Males.

Mean function

− β0 βag1 βSWE βFRA βUK −

−10.5417 0.1006 −0.0268 −0.0869 0.0069

Covariance kernel hyper-parameters

θag θyr θDNK,FRA θDNK,SWE θDNK,UK θFRA,SWE θFRA,UK

14.0396 9.5543 1.2602 1.4569 0.0945 0.5123 0.4869

− θSWE,UK η2 σ2
DNK σ2

FRA σ2
SWE σ2

UK

0.7036 0.0327 1.516× 10−3 3.393× 10−4 8.021× 10−4 6.887× 10−4

ulations, while the differences in baseline mortality (Denmark) are captured through the

coefficients βpop’s. (We will show that these differences are actually insignificant after we

fit a fully Bayesian GP on this dataset.) In the covariance kernel, the θag and θyr are

shared between all populations, while θl1,l2 ’s control the cross-population correlations.

Figure 4.4 examines the predicted annual mortality improvement factors between indi-

vidual and different joint models, concentrating on Denmark and Sweden. Large θag

lengthscales in individual GP models lead to essentially linear improvement rate factors

(blue curves). When modeling Sweden and Denmark together (green curves), lengthscale

decreases and s∗(x∗) falls, so the improvement rate factors become more Age-dependent

and with tighter credible bands. This effect becomes even stronger when we use all

four populations together. The corresponding smoothed curves (colored in red) are quite

nonlinear, and in particular imply that improvement at young Ages (< 60) has slowed

dramatically. This illustrates that a joint model is better able to distinguish between

signal and “noise” and therefore pick up divergent changes in mortality faster, while a
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of annual mortality improvement factors between different
joint models. Besides the mean of improvement factors ∂mGP

back(ag; 2012) (2.11) for
Ages 70, . . . , 84, we also show the respective 95% posterior credible band.

single model would often smooth latest changes away.

4.3.4 Hyperparameters in Joint Models

We perform Bayesian GP on the above 4 populations: Sweden, Denmark, France,

and UK. Comparison between the resulting maximum likelihood (MLE) and maximum

a posteriori probability (MAP) estimates is shown in Table 4.6. The MLE fits fall within

the 95% posterior credible intervals from the Stan model. The 95% credible interval for

βag1 confirms the significance of the linear effect of Age. The mean function coefficients

βpop,l’s in the joint model estimate the mean differences in mortality between Sweden (the

baseline) and other countries. The 95% posterior CI’s for these coefficients all contain 0,

implying that they are not statistically significant. This indicates that there is no clear

difference in the respective mortality experience which is intuitive since all populations

are from developed countries within the same geographic area.

Figure 4.5 shows the inferences of the lengthscales for Age and Year along with

MLE estimations when fitting mortality separately for each country: Denmark, France,
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Figure 4.5: Stan MCMC posteriors of the lengthscales θ for Age and Year across
populations and joint models with different groupings. The +’s indicate the respective
MLE estimates from a DiceKriging model. The dashed lines indicate the MCMC
MAP estimate from the 4-population joint model.

Sweden, and UK, versus jointly modeling them as groups of 2, or jointly as all 4 together.

The figures visualize how joint GP models produce tighter hyperparameter posteriors.

For example, the posterior mean of θag in Denmark is relatively large and its credible

bands are wide compared to the other three countries (Figure 4.5.a). However, once

we pair Denmark with either Sweden, UK, or France (Figure 4.5.a —light blue, light

green, and purple CIs respectively), the credible bands of θag become narrower and in

the more reasonable range of θag ∈ [15, 30]. This effect is even further amplified when

taking all 4 countries together. The underlying concept is that the more populations are

added into the model, the closer we get at discovering the “universal” representation of

mortality pattern. In Figure 4.5, the 4-population MAP estimates of the lengthscales

(dashed horizontal lines) intersect with a majority of CIs suggesting that there is indeed

a common covariance structure which is gradually revealed as we increase the training

dataset.

The posterior MCMC samples of the lengthscales θl1,l2 ’s can be used to sample the
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Table 4.6: Hyper-parameter estimates based on maximum likelihood (DiceKriging)
and maximum a posteriori probability (Stan), along with MCMC summary statistics
using a joint mortality model across four countries: Denmark, Sweden, France, and
UK. Training set contains Males aged 70–84 during Years 1990–2012. Sweden used as
baseline population.

Parameters
DiceKriging

MLE
Stan

MAP MCMC Mean MCMC 95% Posterior CI

β0 −10.5417 −10.0220 −10.5337 (−12.0847, −9.1274)
βag1 0.1006 0.0958 0.0967 (0.0847, 0.1085)
βSWE −0.0268 −0.0685 0.1239 (−0.2438, 0.5827)
βFRA −0.0869 −0.0971 −0.0060 (−0.3596, 0.3844)
βUK 0.0069 0.000 0.1122 (−0.2252, 0.4961)

θag 14.0396 12.1915 17.4166 (12.0294, 24.0641)
θyr 9.5543 9.2694 11.3858 (8.2536, 13.3009)
θDNK,FRA 1.2602 0.3773 0.8269 (0.1544, 2.9089)
θDNK,SWE 1.4569 0.2725 0.5094 (0.0889, 1.8891)
θDNK,UK 0.0945 0.0799 0.1579 (0.0286, 0.5473)
θFRA,SWE 0.5123 0.1943 0.3658 (0.0797, 1.0949)
θFRA,UK 0.4869 0.1445 0.1439 (0.0383, 0.3917)
θSWE,UK 0.7036 0.1801 0.6132 (0.0530, 2.6660)
η2 0.0327 0.0392 0.0684 (0.0289, 0.1520)
σ2
DEN 1.516× 10−3 1.514× 10−3 1.528× 10−3 (1.315× 10−3, 1.772× 10−3)
σ2
FRA 3.394× 10−4 3.371× 10−4 3.459× 10−4 (2.956× 10−4, 4.045× 10−4)
σ2
SWE 8.022× 10−4 8.007× 10−4 8.226× 10−4 (7.033× 10−4, 9.640× 10−4)
σ2
UK 6.887× 10−4 6.849× 10−4 7.001× 10−4 (5.985× 10−4, 8.165× 10−4)

Table 4.7: MCMC for the inferred correlation between populations in the Male Swe-
den-Denmark-France-UK joint model.

SWE DEN FRA UK

DEN
0.6561 1
(0.1512, 0.9149) -

FRA
0.7198 0.5178 1
(0.3345, 0.9233) (0.0545, 0.8568) -

UK
0.6340 0.8622 0.8697 1
(0.069, 0.9483) (0.5784, 0.9712) (0.6758, 0.9623) -
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posterior distribution of the correlation in mortality rates between a pair of countries in

the model. In this spirit, Table 4.7 reports the posterior mean (bold numbers) and the

respective 95% credible bands of Rl1,l2 . We note that the credible bands are quite wide,

so the model is not too confident about cross-population correlations.

4.3.5 Case Study III: Joint Modeling of Male & Female Datasets

The gender gap in mortality varies by country but Males tend to have higher mortality

rates than Females due to both biological and non-biological factors [47, 62, 86]. For

example, women outlive men by 7 years on average in developed countries [98]. Modeling

mortality for each gender separately often fails to take into account the interdependent

relationship between them and further results in divergent and implausible long-run

forecasts even if the same fitting procedure is applied. In this section we demonstrate how

a joint GP framework can be used to simultaneously model Male and Female mortality

within a country, using Denmark as the case study.

Treating Female as a baseline factor, the coefficient βM ≈ .4157 in the fitted GP

mean function reveals the higher mortality (by 40% on average) for males compared to

females. As we will see below, βM plays an important role in achieving coherent long-

term forecasts as we expect Females to continue having lower mortality than Males. The

length-scale θF,M ≈ 0.4925 confirms the correlation between mortality of the two genders.

Another effect we observe is the shrinkage in terms of the lengthscales. Table 4.8

reports the Age and Year lengthscales across individual and joint models. We note that

the joint parameters (θag ≈ 12.0668 and θyr ≈ 9.9789) are closer to the ones in the Female

model (θag ≈ 11.5567 and θyr ≈ 9.5256) than the Male model (θag ≈ 30.9566 and θyr ≈

19.5687). Thus we witness the strong effect of borrowing cross-population information
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Table 4.8: Joint model on Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2012 for Males and Females in
Denmark.

Parameters Female Male Female & Male

β0 −11.6755 −10.5628 −11.3647

βag1 0.1095 0.0984 0.1054

βM − − 0.4157

θag 11.5567 30.9566 12.0668

θyr 9.5256 19.5687 9.9789

θF,M − − 0.4925

η2 0.0429 0.1224 0.0379

σ2
F 1.489× 10−3 − 1.489× 10−3

σ2
M − 1.516× 10−3 1.516× 10−3

Table 4.9: Prediction accuracy via SMAPE between individual- and joint-gender GP
models. Training set is Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2012 in Denmark. Test set is Ages
70–84 and Years 2013, 2015, 2016.

SMAPE
2013 (one-year out) 2015 (three-year out) 2016 (four-year out)

Single Joint GP Single Joint GP Single Joint GP

Age ∈ [70, 84]
Female 0.9422 0.8834 1.8973 1.7845 1.4010 1.2269

Male 1.5802 1.5062 1.3444 1.2454 1.2583 1.1819

in this example. Table 4.9 reports SMAPE on out-of-sample forecasts and confirms that

joint GP performs very well even at high ages with zero information presented in the

training set.
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4.4 Features of Joint GP Models

4.4.1 Improved Hyperparameter Estimation

In Table 2.4, the estimated length-scales in the Year dimension, θyr, are relatively

large for Sweden and Switzerland (bold numbers) and relatively small for Estonia and

Lithuania (italic numbers). These empirical features confirm the opportunity to better

estimate the hyperparameters by utilizing multiple data sets. We also observe that some

of the “outlier” data sets, such as Switzerland, might be resistant to accurate modeling

and would strongly benefit from a more structured way of learning their correlation

structure. It is known that GPs might have difficulties in estimating lengthscales, for

example due to the likelihood function (2.10) being highly multi-modal, or conversely

very flat around its maxima. Providing more data is one remedy.

Figure 4.6 visualizes the fitted Swiss Male mortality improvement factors from a

single-population GP model (left panel) and a joint Switzerland-Austria GP model (right

panel). We observe that the individual model over-smoothes the data and hides most of

the fluctuations. In contrast, pooling data across the two populations shrinks unreason-

ably large lengthscales and provides a much better fit in Figure 4.6.b.

4.4.2 Coherent Mortality Forecasts

Fitting GP models for individual populations tends to generate divergent long-term

forecasts that are inconsistent with historical patterns. To illustrate this issue, we fit

individual GP models for Males and Females in Denmark for Ages 70–84 and calendar

Years from 1990 to 2016 and then forecast gender-specific mortality forward up to 2060

(45 years into the future). The heatmap in Figure 4.7.a displays the resulting projected
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(b) Improvement factors from joint GP

Figure 4.6: Predicted annual Male mortality improvement factors ∂mGP
back(.; yr) in

Switzerland. Training set is Ages 50–84 and Years 1990–2012.

Male-Female differences in log-mortality. We observe that the models imply that as early

as 2030, Males will have lower mortality than females. For example, at Age 80 Males

had 52% higher mortality in 1990, 34% higher in 2016 but will have 14% lower mortality

in 2030. This unlikely forecast is not caused by any specific feature of GP modeling,

but arises “randomly” due to independent treatment of the two datasets. We note that

divergence manifests itself both through implausible difference in mean forecasts, as well

as excessively fast changes in relative mortality, see the rapid overtaking between the two

genders in Figure 4.7.a.

On the contrary, forecasts based on joint models maintain the historical characteristics

observed in the data into the future. Figure 4.7.b shows the Male-Female relative log-

mortality coming from a joint GP model. In that case, the relative forecast is coherent:

Females are projected to maintain higher longevity and historical patterns slow dissipate

over time to the long-term spread of about βM = 41.5% between same-age Male and

Female mortality, cf. Table 4.8. The respective stochastic scenarios similarly capture the

long-run dependence between the two genders.

In GP models, the long-term forecast is driven by the prior of f , and specifically by
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(d) Annual mortality improvement factors
at Age 70 Males using a joint GP model

for the respective four countries.

Figure 4.7: Long-term mortality forecasting over years 1990 to 2060. All models are
trained using Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2016 (edge of training set indicated by the
dashed lines). Top panels show the forecasted mean difference between Danish Male
and Female mortality.

the mean function m(·). Thus, the relative differences in mortality between populations

are controlled through the choice of m(·), so that different ways of achieving coherence

are transparent to the modeler. To highlight this aspect, Figures 4.7.c and4.7.d show the

log-mortality and annual mortality improvement rates for Males aged 70 across Sweden,

Denmark, France, and UK, in the period from 1990 to 2060, estimated via a joint 4-

population GP model (each country curves are shaded with a unique color). In the
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Figures we illustrate three different scenarios about long-term coherence:

1. Zero long-term mortality improvement, captured by the linear mean functionm(xn) =

β0 +βag1 x
n
ag+

∑L
l=2 βpop,l

(
xnpop,l

)
(dashed curves). All mortality improvement factors

converge to zero (right panel) and the long-run mortality differences are summa-

rized by the βpop,l coefficients.

2. Long-term mortality improvement based on historical pattern (thin solid curves).

This is encapsulated via m(xn) = β0 + βag1 x
n
ag + βyr1 x

n
yr +

∑L
l=2 βpop,lx

n
pop,l. In the

long-run ∂mGP
back(.; yr)→ βyr1 (about 2% annual); again βpop,l determine the long-run

relative difference in longevity of different populations.

3. Long-term mortality improvement based on expert judgement (thick solid lines).

We again use m(xn) = β0 + βag1 x
n
ag + βyr1 x

n
yr +

∑L
l=2 βpop,l

(
xnpop,l

)
, but this time βyr1

coefficient is picked by the modeler and fixed at 1%. Since it is not possible to

fully extrapolate the future longevity trends from past data, it is appropriate to

use expert opinions about future mortality [15]. By way of illustration, we assume

in Figures 4.7.c-d that future improvements will moderate to only 1% annually,

reflecting recent slowdown in MI.

In all three scenarios above, we observe that the choice of m(·) has minimal impact

on in-sample forecasts that are largely driven by the training data covering 1990–2016.

On the other hand, the long-term levels of mortality improvement are completely driven

by m(·). Finally, for short-term extrapolation (roughly 2016–2025 in the Figure, reflect-

ing the fitted Year lengthscale θyr ' 10, cf. Table 4.6) the forecasts blend information

from the training set and from m(·). Note that in this example some of the individual

mortality curves may cross, i.e. the relative order of longevity in different populations
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may change over time (such as France surpassing Sweden’s longevity) reflecting relatively

higher recent improvement rates. Nevertheless, we see a very strong coherence so that

mortality rates across populations all move roughly in unison over time, matching our

intuition about the persistent commonality of their future mortality experiences.

4.4.3 Incorporating Latest Data from Other Populations

In HMD, the reported data from different countries arrives non-synchronously. In-

deed, the last available year of data varies from one country to another. The prevailing

approach is to consider the time period that is common to all countries that are being

modeled. This implies that the most recent observations may be dropped for some coun-

tries. Of course, such recent data is in fact the most informative for picking up new

insights about the present longevity trend. Note that the HMD datasets are updated

continuously, so that which datasets have the latest observations changes dynamically

over time.

GP models can easily handle such “notched” joint datasets, allowing to fully incor-

porate all latest data without removing any observations. Recall that since GPs operate

with a tabular representation of (xi, yi), one simply adds rows to incorporate more obser-

vations. In Figure 5.3, we illustrate the prediction of Male mortality in Sweden for the

year 2016 based on several individual Swedish and joint Denmark-Sweden datasets. Our

benchmark is Model 1 that already has access to 2016 Swedish data. For the remainder

of this example we then assume that this data is still unavailable, so that only 2015 data

is provided for Sweden, however 2016 mortality experience has already been released

for Denmark. Thus, to forecast 2016 Swedish mortality one must perform a 1-year-out

extrapolation. A basic choice is a single-population Model 2 that uses Swedish data
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Figure 4.8: Accuracy of Male mortality predictions for Sweden at Ages ∈ [70, 84] for
calendar Year 2016 between Models 1–4. We view Model 1 as the benchmark. The
right panel shows the predictive distributions of m∗(ag; 2016) for the respective Ages
relative to the realized 2016 observation, so that closer to zero (dashed line) is always
better.

up to 2015. An improvement is the joint Model 3 that uses both Danish and Swedish

data up to 2015 and would be the typical way to cross-sectionally fuse mortality data.

As expected (cf. Tables 4.2 and 4.3), the joint Model 3 achieves lower prediction errors

relative to Model 1. Finally, Model 4 works with a notched most-up-to-date dataset that

contains Danish 2016 data. Model 4 is not possible in the Lee-Carter framework that

requires rectangular datasets. We observe that Model 4 materially improves on Model 3

and is practically as good as the benchmark Model 1. In other words, borrowing latest

information from a neighboring population is nearly as good as having the latest domestic

data, and is significantly better than just using the available domestic data (Model 2).

4.4.4 Age-Segmented Models

A key assumption of GP modeling is stationary covariance structure, i.e. that the co-

variance between input cells is fully specified by their relative distance (expressed through
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Table 4.10: Prediction accuracy via SMAPE for single-population and joint models
for Males in Germany and Switzerland. Training is based on the specified Age groups
and Years 1990–2012. More accurate models are bolded.

SMAPE
2013 (one-year out) 2015 (three-year out) 2016 (four-year out)

Single? Joint GP† Single? Joint GP† Single? Joint GP†

Age ∈ [70, 84]
Germany 0.8486 0.7437 1.2586 1.0292 1.9549 1.4930

Switzerland 1.0114 1.1870 1.3453 0.8290 4.8664 1.8771

Single? Joint GP‡ Single? Joint GP‡ Single? Joint GP‡

Age ∈ [85, 100]
Germany 5.6969 4.8998 4.7352 3.5757 2.8355 5.5830

Switzerland 5.1769 4.4189 5.4892 4.4078 10.9315 7.6852

?: Ages 70-100 (Full), †: Ages 70-84 (Old), and ‡: Ages 85-100 (Advanced Old).

the lengthscales θ’s.) rather than absolute coordinates. Such a stationarity assumption

may be violated in practice, in particular when considering extreme ages where there may

be stronger spatial correlation. A natural way to handle such model mis-specification

is to build an Age-segmented model. For a single-population, segmentation is problem-

atic as it reduces the training set size. In contrast a joint multi-population model is

well-suited to such “slicing-and-dicing”. In this section we investigate these aspects by

building Age-segmented joint models, namely for Ages 70–84 (similar to previous case

studies) and for Ages 85–100 (extreme Old). Comparing them also provides a test for

spatial homogeneity. We furthermore compare to single-population models fitted on the

full range of Ages 70–100 (considering only 15 Age groups in an individual model is not

recommended as the training dataset is very small. This is especially so for ages 85++

where the data is very noisy.).

Table 4.10 compares the performance of single GP models fitted on full-Age-range

German and Swiss Male mortality datasets, as well as joint 2-population GP models fitted

on the 70–84 and 85–100 age segments. Throughout we use a training period of 1990–

2012 and test period of 2013–2016. We purposely choose the same size of the training
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Table 4.11: Hyperparameters of single-population and joint GP models for German
and Swiss Males in Table 4.10.

Parameters Germany Switzerland Joint Joint

(Ages) (70–100) (70–100) (70–84) (85–100)

β0 −11.2886 −10.6350 −10.3927 −10.8608

βag1 0.1100 0.0998 0.1003 0.1054

βSWI − − −0.1913 −0.1540

θag 3.7445 13.3372 16.0992 6.8645

θyr 23.1392 4.4980 13.0569 11.7254

θGER,SWI − − 0.0943 0.0371

η2 0.1128 0.0373 0.0537 0.0497

σ2
GER 1.687× 10−3 − 1.328× 10−3 1.328× 10−3

σ2
SWI − 4.383× 10−3 1.373× 10−3 1.373× 10−3

dataset across the models (i.e. individual models have 30 Age groups, while joint models

have 15 Age groups from each of two populations) to allow a fair comparison and hence

isolate the effect of Age segmentation. Table 4.10 shows that joint models outperform,

suggesting that it is beneficial to combine data from different populations but same Age

groups for prediction purposes. Note that the gains from joint modeling are largest at

extreme ages where prediction errors are necessarily higher due to larger observation

variance (as number of Exposed is very low).

Table 4.11 reports the respective fitted GP hyperparameters. We observe that while

most hyperparameters are similar across the two age groups, the correlation in the Age

dimension as captured by θag changes significantly. At Ages 70-84 we obtain θag ' 16,

in line with other models in Section 6.4, see Tables 4.1 and 4.5. However at Ages 85–100

we obtain θag ' 6.8 which implies more idiosyncratic Age effects at extreme old ages. In

contrast, we find that the correlation between the two populations (θGER,SWI hyperpa-
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rameter) is stronger at extreme Ages, suggesting that respective mortality improvement

at ages 85++ is driven by cross-national European, rather than domestic trends.

4.5 Summary

We have investigated stochastic multi-population mortality models based on Gaus-

sian process regression. In our approach, cross-population dependence is captured via

spatial correlation based on the inferred θpop,l hyperparameters. We show that a joint

model is able to deliver multiple modeling benefits, from better hyperparameter esti-

mation to coherent joint long-term forecasts, to full fusion of the most recent neighbor

mortality observations. Looking ahead, it would be worthwhile to investigate large-scale

models, e.g. based on the full HMD database of 40 countries and 2 genders. This requires

additional modeling infrastructure as the presented approach becomes computationally

expensive for L > 5 populations (more than N � 2500 total cells). Fortunately, there is

a very active ongoing progress on large-scale GP models especially for gridded data like

in HMD, see e.g. [39].

A different avenue of future research would be to systematically explore the best

spatial covariance structures, as encapsulated by the kernel function C(x, x′). In this

paper we focused on only using the squared-exponential kernel and standard Age- and

Year-effects. It is feasible to consider further dependence formats, e.g. birth Cohort

effect, and other kernel families, such as the Matern [73]. A third direction would be

to revisit the observation variance assumption via GLM (generalized linear model) GP

formulations.
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Chapter 5

Intrinsic Coregionalization Model

In this chapter, we consider an alternative approach to the full-rank MOGP kernel de-

veloped in Chapter 4. Estimating cross-population covariance in (4.3) requires fitting

L(L − 1)/2 parameters θl1,l2 , 1 ≤ l1 ≤ l2 ≤ L which imposes challenges in both statis-

tical and computational aspects when modeling beyond 4 populations. We seek a more

advanced kernel within the Intrinsic Coregionalization Model (ICM) [5] to achieve di-

mension reduction that leads to more efficient models that can handle 2-12 populations.

Similar to the full-rank setup, ICM still assumes the commonality in the experience mor-

tality rates between populations. They key innovation is the cross-population covariance

in ICM can be approximated via low-rank method. This leads to a significant reduc-

tion in the kernel hyperpermeter space when rank of the cross-population is small. In

addition, it allows us to conduct a detailed discussion about how to pool populations to

maximize the predictive power in MOGP framework.
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5.1 Coregionalized Kernels

Let L be the number of different populations considered. To jointly model the L differ-

ent outputs, {fl}1≤l≤L we correlate them using the framework of multi-output Gaussian

Processes (MOGP) which was introduced in geostatistics under the name of multivariate

kriging or co-kriging [25, 51]. The aim of co-kriging is to estimate the under-sampled

variables using spatial correlation with other sampled variables.

The vector-valued latent response over the Age-Year input space is defined as:

f(x) = (f1(x1), . . . , f1(xN), . . . , fL(x1), . . . , fL(xN)) = (f1(x), . . . , fL(x))

where the functions {fl}Ll=1 are the log-mortality surface for the corresponding population

l. Similar to single-output GP (SOGP), MOGP assumes that the vector-valued f follows

a GP:

f ∼ GP (m,C)

where m ∈ RLN×1 is the mean vector whose elements {ml(x)}Ll=1 are the mean functions

of each output, and C ∈ RLN×LN is the fused covariance matrix.

In ICM, each output fl is assumed be a linear combination of independent latent

GPs. Let u1(x), . . . , uQ(x) be independent latent functions each from a GP prior with

covariance kernel C(u)(x,x′). The modeled outputs fl are linear combinations of these Q

latent factors:

fl(x) = al,1u1(x) + . . .+ al,QuQ(x) =

Q∑
q=1

al,quq(x), (5.1)

where al,q’s are the factor loadings. Let aq = (a1,q, . . . , aL,q)
T be the vector represent-
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ing the collection of linear coefficients associated with the qth latent function across the

L outputs, so that f(x) =
∑Q

q=1 aquq(x), and matrix A = (a1, . . . , aQ). It follows that

the covariance for f(x) is:

C(x, x′) = Cov (f(x), f(x′)) = Cov

( Q∑
q=1

aquq(x),

Q∑
q=1

aquq(x
′)

)

=

( Q∑
q=1

aqa
T
q

)
⊗ Cov (uq(x), uq(x

′))

= AAT ⊗ C(u)(x,x′) (5.2)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker matrix product. Re-parametrizing by B := AAT , (5.2) can be

expressed as the Kronecker product between the cross-population covariance B ∈ RL×L

and the covariance over the Age-Year inputs C(u) ∈ RN×N :

C = Cov(f(x), f(x′)) = B ⊗C(u). (5.3)

The coregionalization matrix B has rank Q. Under ICM, the number of hyperparame-

ters in the cross-population covariance is reduced from L(L−1)/2 to Q×L. Hence, taking

Q < L/2 allows to reduce the hyper-parameter space and alleviate the computational

budget compared to the “full rank” setup.

ICM is a special form of the linear coregionalization model (LCM) [5]. In LCM,

the independent latent functions are from different GP priors to capture all possible

variability from multiple outputs. The application of LCM is beyond the scope of this

thesis. Notably the assumption in ICM that all L populations share the common spa-

tial covariance suits our interest in the inference of joint length-scales in Age and Year

dimensions. The computational complexity required in ICM is greatly simplified due to
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Table 5.1: MOGP with rank Q = 3 ICM kernel for Males in Denmark, France, Sweden,
and UK. The training dataset contains Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–2012.

Mean function Length-scales Cross-covariance al,1 al,2 al,3
β0 βag βFRA θag DEN: l = 1 0.0435 0.1687 0.1068

−11.4073 0.1120 0.0410 15.4199 FRA: l = 2 0.2199 0.1619 0.0491
− βSWE βGBR θyr SWE: l = 3 0.1552 0.0562 0.1683
− −0.0348 0.0520 13.4019 GBR: l = 4 0.1451 0.1636 0.1640

the property of finding the inverse of the Kronecker product [5]. Finally, ICM allows the

process variance η2
l to vary by populations, i.e., the lth element in the diagonal in B is

the process variance for population l. This further bolsters the flexibility of MOGP to

excel in out-of-sample forecasts.

Table 5.1 illustrates the model output of ICM-MOGP (Q = 3) for Denmark, France,

Sweden, and UK. The model is fitted on Male populations, Ages 70–84 and Years 1990–

2012. Using {Denmark, France, Sweden, UK} ≡ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we can infer rl1,l2 ’s from the

cross-covariance B = AAT :
r21

r31 r32

r41 r42 r43

 =


0.75

0.73 0.84

0.96 0.98 0.89


The Kronecker decomposition in (5.3) is also highly useful to speed up the overall

fitting. The most expensive step in building a MOGP is solving for the inverse of the

covariance matrix C that shows up in the log-likelihood function. Indeed, inverting this

LN ×LN matrix is computationally expensive even for modest values of L and N . Since

the inverse of the Kronecker product is equal to the product of the respective inverses:(
B⊗C(u)

)−1
= B−1⊗

(
C(u)

)−1
, the ICM structure reduces the computational complexity

from O((LN)3) to O(L3 + N3 + LN). In our experience this translates to a factor of
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Table 5.2: Comparison between full rank and ICM MOGP models. Improvement
in SMAPE and CRPS use Hungary as the target population and compare MOGP
with respect to SOGP Hungary model. The reported percentages are averages over
one-year ahead Hungarian mortality forecasts for Ages 70–84 based on three training
sets: 1990–2013 (predict 2014), 1990–2014 (predict 2015), and 1990–2015 (predict
2016) for same Ages 70–84. Best metrics are in italics.

Full Rank ICM (Q = 2) ICM (Q = 3) ICM (Q = 4)

# Kernel Hyperparameters 28 16 24 32

Case study I: AUT, DEN, EST, GER, HUN, LTU, CZE, POL

Running time (mins) 132.75 59.51 59.41 58.86
Improvement in SMAPE (%) −2.89 10.75 −1.54 1.93
Improvement in CRPS (%) 2.79 16.82 11.09 16.63
Total BICs − −28,073 −27,719 −28,006

Case study II: EST, HUN, LTU, NED, POL, SWE, SUI, GBR

Running time (mins) 176.78 59.03 58.99 58.98
Improvement in SMAPE (%) −24.90 −2.77 7.71 −32.76
Improvement in CRPS (%) −2.28 13.53 14.04 −2.95
Total BICs − −28,890 −28,346 −28,361

2-4 speed-up in computational time, allowing us to scale up to 10-12 populations. We

emphasize that the overall MOGP (and ICM) structure is completely agnostic to L, so

that exactly the same numerical method is applied to handle L = 2 or L = 10.

Selecting ICM rank Q. Because Q is not one of the hyperparameters to be op-

timized, we exploit the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to select the value of Q

for the most parsimonious models. To illustrate the role of the rank Q of an ICM ker-

nel, Table 5.2 compares several MOGP models with different Q = 2, 3, 4. We consider

two case studies, both with L = 8 but with different constituent populations. First, we

note the remarkably faster training time (3-time speedup) in ICM relative to a full rank

kernel; notably the speedup is independent of Q and is driven by the Kronecker matrix

algebra. Second, we note that most ICM models have better predictive performance (see

Sections 2.5 below for explanation of SMAPE and CRPS) than the kernel from (4.3).
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Third, BIC criterion suggests that Q = 2 is the preferred model in both cases. Note that

there are only 2L = 16 hyperparameters in the resulting ICM kernel, almost twice as few

as L(L− 1)/2 = 28 hyperparameters in the respective (4.3).

Non-Rectangular Data Sets. We have discussed the use of ICM for isotropic

data. The ICM framework can be extended to deal with partially heterotropic data

where only a portion of L inputs are available and which arises in HMD due to missing

data especially at the most recent years. Let M ′ be the number of distinct inputs across

L populations and M = N1 + . . . + NL be the number of observations in training data.

We consider the setting that M ′ < ML so that for some inputs not all L outputs are

observed. Define the vector-valued “complete data” function f(x), with f(x) ∈ RLM ′×1.

We further introduce fo(x) as the vector-valued function corresponding to the observed

outputs, fo(x) ∈ RM×1. The relation between f(x) and fo(x) is formulated through the

“communication” matrix S, fo(x) = ST f(x), where S ∈ RLM ′×M . The column vectors in

S are orthonormal with values of 0 and 1 to eliminate the unobserved outputs, see [93].

Applying linear transformation to a MVN vector, we can then identify the distribution

of fo(x) as a GP with covariance:

Cov(fo(x), fo(x′)) = STCov(f(x), f(x′))S = ST (B ⊗K)S,

recovering the Kronecker structure.

Estimating the parameters.

In MOGP with ICM kernel the hyper-parameters are Θ = (θag, θyr, (al,q), (σ
2
l ),β).

We use the R package kergp [33] to carry out the respective MLE via Kronecker decom-

positions.
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Table 5.3: Prediction quality via 3-year average improvement in SMAPE and CRPS
in ICM models with L = 2, . . . , 6 populations. The baseline models are SOGP for UK
and Hungary, respectively.

Improvement
in SMAPE (%)

Improvement
in CRPS (%)

Improvement
in SMAPE (%)

Improvement
in CRPS (%)

UK + 1 −2.805 1.834 Hungary + 1 7.501 8.293
UK + 2 1.189 3.218 Hungary + 2 1.839 8.543
UK + 3 3.995 3.279 Hungary + 3 3.913 7.218
UK + 4 1.778 0.933 Hungary + 4 2.677 15.559
UK + 5 1.764 −4.271 Hungary + 5 10.585 13.345

5.2 Maximizing Predictive Accuracy through ICM

5.2.1 Selecting Populations for a Joint Model

Intuitively, incorporating more information from different populations through a

MOGP ought to produce more accurate predictions and reduce predictive uncertainty.

To visualize how increasing L affects the changes in SMAPE and CRPS, Table 5.3 reports

the 3-year average improvement in these metrics as L varies from 2 to 6. (ICM ranks

Q = Q(L) were selected each time using BIC). Overall, we observe that information

fusion is very helpful for Hungary, but not as much for UK. This links to the respective

credibility of the target populations: observation noise σ2
l is large in Hungary but low in

UK, so additional data will benefit the former more.

From a complementary perspective, Table 5.4 shows how the inferred cross-population

correlations change as we add a new populations. We report results both for a full-

rank MOGP and for ICM with Q = 2, 3, 4. We observe that the correlation matrix is

generally stable, although some correlations can be quite different moving from one rank

to another. In the AUT-SUI-GBR model, the correlation between Switzerland and UK

is rSUI,GBR = 0.76 when Q = 2, but rises to 0.88 when Q = 3. We further note a broad
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Table 5.4: Cross-correlation among 2-4 populations in MOGP models. All models are
fitted on Ages 70–84 and reported values are averages over 3 training sets covering
1990 through 2014–2016. Italics indicate the ICM model with the smallest BIC.

Full rank ICM (Q = 2) ICM (Q = 3) ICM (Q = 4)

Austria, UK
rAUT, GBR 0.8432 0.8612

Switzerland, UK
rSUI, GBR 0.8535 0.8645

Austria, Switzerland, UK
rAUT, SUI 0.9151 0.9677 0.9680
rAUT, GBR 0.8590 0.8968 0.8460
rSUI, GBR 0.8514 0.7585 0.8841

Austria, Germany, Switzerland, UK
rAUT, GER 0.9570 0.9991 0.9869 0.9888
rAUT, SUI 0.9280 0.9956 0.9639 0.9658
rAUT, GBR 0.8730 0.8330 0.8917 0.8827
rGER, SUI 0.9047 0.9986 0.9395 0.9447
rGER, GBR 0.8504 0.8091 0.8340 0.8267
rSUI, GBR 0.8674 0.7792 0.9047 0.9187

agreement between the correlation structure learned with an ICM and Full-rank MOGP

kernels.

The factor loadings (al,q’s) in ICM provide insight regarding the dependence patterns

across populations. The interpretation of ICM loadings is analogous to Principal Com-

ponent Analysis when attempting to describe the data through independent transformed

latent functions. For example, we consider factor loadings in case study II in Table 5.2.

The best ICM kernel has rank Q = 2 suggesting that two latent factors are sufficient to

explain variation over the eight countries considered. In fact, the first latent component

is strongly correlated with Eastern-Central European countries while the second factor is

the major contributor to the Western European population. This interpretation helps us

identify two well-separated clusters among these eight countries, visualized in Figure 5.1
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al,1 al,2

l = 1: EST 0.1925 0.0815
l = 2: HUN 0.1692 0.0673
l = 3: LTU 0.1757 0.0411
l = 4: NED 0.0846 0.1127
l = 5: POL 0.1670 0.0886
l = 6: SWE 0.0614 0.0943
l = 7: SUI 0.0745 0.1113
l = 8: GBR 0.1118 0.1253 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
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Figure 5.1: Factor loadings al,q in the 8-population ICM with Q = 2 in Table 5.2 -
Case study II.

by plotting the ICM loadings al,2 against al,1. Note that these factor loadings can be

translated into correlation and imply that Hungary is more correlated with members in

the same cluster and less correlated with Western European populations.

5.2.2 Incorporating Latest Data from Other Populations

In HMD, the reported data from different countries arrives non-synchronously. In-

deed, the last available year of data varies from one country to another. The prevailing

approach is to consider the time period that is common to all countries that are being

modeled. This implies that the most recent observations may be dropped for some coun-

tries. Of course, such recent data is in fact the most informative for picking up new

insights about the present longevity trend. Note that the HMD datasets are updated

continuously, so that which datasets have the latest observations changes dynamically

over time.

To assess the value of information fusion and its link to population cross-correlation,

we investigate the improvement in prediction in MOGP over SOGP. To do so, we set
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Figure 5.2: Prediction improvements for Hungarian & UK Males and the impact of
cross-correlation on the improvement in SMAPE across 16 European national popu-
lations.

up a “notched” 2-population training set where the foreign population has one more

year of data and the assessment is based on one-year-ahead prediction for the domestic

target population. Note that such “notch” extrapolation is not possible in the Lee-Carter

framework that requires rectangular datasets. All ICM MOGP models take L = 2 and

are fitted on Ages 70–84 in three different time frames: period 1990–2013/2014 for 2014

forecast, 1990–2014/2015 for 2015 forecast, and 1990–2015/2016 for 2016 forecast. The

comparator training datasets for SOGP models did not have mortality information in
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the calendar year of forecast (e.g. training on 1990–2013 for 2014 forecast). We report

the resulting 3-year average percent improvement in CRPS and SMAPE between MOGP

and SOGP. The positive average improvement is equivalent to MOGP models having

smaller SMAPE and CRPS.

Figure 5.2 displays the improvement in SMAPE and CRPS of two-population MOGPs

vs SOGP. We plot the results against the correlation rl1,l2 between the two populations

modeled in MOGP and consider two randomly chosen target populations: Males in Hun-

gary and Males in UK. Shaded regions indicate which MOGP models have both SMAPE

and CRPS values less than the baseline. We observe that joint modeling generally yields

higher improvement in Hungary compared to UK which is driven by the former’s rel-

atively smaller population which translates into larger σl and more opportunity for in-

formation fusion. Thus, for UK the single-population model is often competitive in its

forecasting performance with a two-population MOGP.

The above discussion suggests that fusing highly correlated populations is better for

predictive accuracy. To confirm this hypothesis, Figure 5.2.(c) summarizes the relation-

ship between SMAPE improvement and correlation rl1,l2 . We used all 16 populations as

targets and built 16× 15 two-population MOGPs to record the resulting MOGP-SOGP

improvements in SMAPE like in the right and middle panels. For each target popula-

tion, we then fitted a linear regression model treating the 3-year average improvement

in SMAPE as the dependent outcome and the correlation as the independent variable:

SMAPE CHANGE = b0 + b1rl1,l2 . Figure 5.2.(c) displays the resulting slopes b1 across

the 16 populations. Positive b1 implies that higher correlation leads to lower SMAPE,

i.e. higher predictive accuracy. The mean value of the b1-slopes is highly positive and is

around 20%. These empirical features suggest that one should indeed focus on aggregat-

ing related populations and discard unrelated ones. This is consistent with the results in
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of prediction accuracy for 2016 log-mortality of Hungarian
Males between different ICM-MOGP models with “notched” setup. Top row: Stan-
dard deviation of f(x∗); bottom row: distance between predicted mean m∗(x∗) and
the observed value y∗(x∗).

Table 5.2 earlier. Most populations in Case Study II are less correlated with Hungary

compared to Case Study I and as a result the SMAPE improvement in Case Study I is

higher (10.75%) compared to Case Study I (-2.77%).

Moving beyond two populations, in Figure 5.3, we illustrate predictive gains for Hun-

garian Males due to incorporating most recent foreign data. This complements Table 5.3

that considered an isotropic dataset, with a notched setup instead. Our benchmark is a

Hungary Males SOGP model fitted on 1990–2016. We then drop 2016 Hungary obser-

vations, but augment with 1990–2016 data from other countries and perform 1-year-out

extrapolation to forecast 2016 Hungary mortality. These models are labeled as ‘HUN+1’,

‘HUN+2’, etc., to indicate the number of foreign populations considered. The top panels
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of Figure 5.3 visualize increasing forecast credibility, namely lower s∗(x∗), for Hungary as

more and more correlated data is added. In fact we see that a MOGP 1-year-out predic-

tion with 3+ populations is more credible than direct smoothing of realized 2016 Hungary

experience. As expected, we observe that credibility gains flatten out as L continues to

grow and available information is saturated. The bottom panels of Figure 5.3 display the

prediction errors m∗(x∗) − y∗(x∗) relative to realized 2016 Hungary experience. Again,

we see that higher L tends to generate less bias in prediction, confirm the earlier SMAPE

analysis for isotropic case studies. Due to the strong observation noise the pattern for a

specific cell x∗ can be erratic, although in nearly all cases, MOGP easily beats out the

plain SOGP. To conclude, borrowing latest information from nearby highly-correlated

populations is essentially as good as having the latest domestic data, and is significantly

better than just using the available domestic data.

Clustering by Mortality Trends

Earlier we constructed multi-population MOGPs by first generating a large set of 2-

population models and then utilizing the respective correlations rl1,l2 to select the datasets

that are most correlated to the target population. We also investigated a simpler alter-

native for deciding which populations to pool based on the similarity in their mortality

trends. This approach does not require construction of any preliminary MOGPs and

instead only looks at the GP mean function m(·). Namely, we first estimate the shape of

mortality for each population l via a linear mean function: ml(x) = β0,l+β
ag
1,lxag+βyr1,lxag.

We then calculate the root integrated squared distance between ml1(·),ml2(·) based on
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Figure 5.4: Dendrograms from hierarchical clustering of 32 HMD populations using
the D-metric in (5.4).

the given test set xag ∈ {50, . . . , 84} and xyr ∈ {1990, ..., 2012}:

Dl1,l2 =

√∫ 2012

1990

∫ 84

50

[
(β0,l1 − β0,l2) + (βag1,l1

− βag1,l2
)xag + (βyr1,l1

− βyr1,l2
)xyr

]2

dxagdxyr.

(5.4)

The above metric is employed within a hierarchical clustering method based on a

specified dissimilarity measure. Figure 5.4 displays the dendrograms extracted from hi-

erarchical clustering of 32 populations (16 countries × {Male, Female}) via two different

measures of dissimilarity: single linkage and complete linkage. We note that the result-

ing clusters naturally tend to separate males and females, reflecting the latter’s lower

mortality. We also observe a strong geographic influence, so that neighboring countries

with similar demographics are indeed clustered together. The dendrogram could be used

agglomeratively to build a MOGP. For example, using Hungary as the target population,

Figure 5.4 suggests first adding Estonia, then Lithuania, Latvia, etc. We find that this
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method is often as efficient as clustering by cross-population correlation, although going

up the linkages often calls for fusing of two clusters, i.e. it is not designed for increasing

L 1-by-1.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the proposed coregionalization kernels allow to leverage the Kronecker

structure and incorporate dimension reduction for the underlying cross-population fac-

tors. Our analysis of HMD data suggests that the MOGP approach is well-suited to

selectively fuse mortality experience from similar datasets, where similarity can be inter-

preted through the spatial GP correlations rl1,l2 . On the one hand, we find that pooling

disparate populations can be counter-productive (since MOGP relies on the assumption

of homogeneous Age-Year covariance pattern); on the other hand, pooling can indeed

yield significant improvement in predictive accuracy, especially in smaller populations

with low credibility.
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Chapter 6

Multi-Output GP for

Cause-Of-Death Mortality Modeling

6.1 Motivation

Global growth in life expectancy has attracted many studies to identify prevalent

causes of death that influence the decline in the mortality rates historically, and how

they will continue driving the future outlook in different cohorts, age groups, and genders.

The scope of this line of research is still very limited. The main reasons are the lack of

reliable methods to appropriately capture correlation between causes of deaths and the

lack of high-quality cause-specific mortality datasets.

In this chapter, we provide a new angle to modeling mortality by cause-of-death

via a multi-population context. While multi-population mortality models have been ex-

tensively explored for all-cause mortality [35, 37, 45, 54, 59, 66, 97], there are only a
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handful of works in this realm concerning cause-specific mortality. As an alternative to

age-period-cohort models (the Li & Lee model [68] and its variants) we employ an ap-

proach inspired by machine learning methods to simultaneously fit multiple cause-specific

longevity surfaces. Embracing the spatio-temporal framework, our model accounts for

complex dependencies between multiple related outputs across the age-year input space.

In particular, we employ multi-output Gaussian Processes (MOGP) via the Intrinsic

Coregionalization Model (ICM) and several extensions to balance flexibility and scala-

bility for learning correlation structure in cause-specific mortality rates. Within machine

learning literature, muti-output GP also referred to as multi-task learning, or transfer

learning, has a wide range of applications [13, 21, 65, 104].

This work is a continuation of our series of articles Ludkovski et al. [73], Huynh

et al. [53] and Huynh and Ludkovski [52]. These previous studies have discussed the

application of Gaussian Process (GP) regression to model all-cause mortality rates in

the single-population and multi-population contexts. With this foundation, we further

recognize relevant features in MOGP to help us overcome several limitations in existing

cause-specific mortality models:

• GP is a non-parametric approach with Age and Year treated as the input covari-

ates. It can smooth out the noisy cause-specific mortality surfaces over Age-Year

dimensions to extract useful mortality patterns. As time-series characteristics in

cause-specific mortality datasets are cast within GP regression, we do not need

to consult additional methods for prediction purposes. Therefore, we have a uni-

fied framework for in-sample smoothing and out-of-sample forecasts. This sets GP

apart among the existing factor models that take Age and Year as factor inputs

and rely on time-series methods for projections.
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• Formulated within the Bayesian framework, GP provides a full uncertainty quan-

tification. We can take advantage of stochasticity in GP to generate full forecast

distributions of cause-specific mortality rates and the aggregated mortality rates

when required.

• We can analytically derive the distribution of cause-specific mortality improvement

rates due to the property of Gaussian Processes.

Decomposing the all-cause mortality rates into multiple causes leads to reduced signal-

to-noise ratio since less common causes will intrinsically have limited death counts. Con-

sequently, cause-specific analysis must contend with much noisier data. One motivation

of our framework is to explicitly enable data fusion across populations, sharing informa-

tion to improve hyper-parameter learning. In particular, we obtain significant de-noising

and smoothing of mortality experience that can successfully capture important trends in

each cause, especially in the ones with low data credibility. We also document the benefit

of joint models to reduce model risk, i.e. errors in estimating model hyper-parameters.

Additionally, the separability assumption in the joint spatial covariance kernel allows

us to infer the cross-population correlation to gain insights about the relationship be-

tween the mortality improvement trends among multiple causes. This framework can

handle non-rectangular datasets, a necessary feature to jointly model multiple causes

from countries with different period coverages (due to data availability). For instance,

we can borrow the most recent datasets from other countries to update or gain access to

the predicted mortality rates for a domestic country.

We look at several extensions of MOGP-ICM, one of which is the Semi-latent Factor

Models (SLFM) [95]. The SLFM does not require the assumption of sharing the spatial

kernel over Age-Year inputs among populations being modelled. We conduct sensitiv-
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ity analysis to distinguish the two models for tasks of in-sample fitting and forecasting.

Lastly, we investigated the hierarchical MOGP-ICM to cope with multidimensional cate-

gorical inputs. Given GP suffers the cubic computational complexity, we take advantage

of the structured covariance kernel via Kronecker methods to cope with the scalability

issue. The application of the structured Kronecker covariance has been exploited for

efficient GPs in various setting, see [40, 43, 91].

A well-known challenge in cause-of-death modeling is the disruptions in the mortal-

ity trends for many causes due to the transition of the International Classification of

Disease (ICD). So far, approaches to minimize this impact have been selecting data pe-

riod that did not experience any ICD transition, or choosing causes with unsubstantial

trend discontinuity. Under multi-population context, these approaches rather limit the

scope of cause-of-death analysis. All the demonstrations in this study use datasets from

the Human Cause-of-death Mortality Database that provides ready-to-use cause-specific

mortality datasets for 15 countries globally. Unlike other databases, we don’t need to

perform additional bridge-coding study to adjust the disruptive structure in many causes

because of the transition in the ICD.

Literature Review

One of the few works approaching cause-specific mortality modeling within a multi-

population context is the recent study in [74]. The authors introduced a nested model in

the spirit of Li and Lee [69] to jointly model major causes from three European countries

by capturing the cross-cause and cross-country dependencies through common factors.

Beyond the scope of multi-population context, let us review common approaches for

cause-specific mortality modeling. An area of focus is the assumption of dependence

between causes prior to forecasting the aggregate mortality rates. As the dependency
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between causes are often not observable (i.e., the occurrence of death due to one cause

prevents us from observing death outcome due to other causes), many studies prefer

modeling and forecasting each cause in isolation for simplicity. A variety of forecast-

ing methods for individual causes are employed: univariate time-series such as ARIMA

methods ([22], [61], [77]), Heligman-Pollard model ([87]), the dynamic parameterization

in [94], the least square methods and variations of Lee-Carter models in [23].

Many advanced techniques have been developed to capture the dependence between

causes. For instance, a strand of literature studies the application of copula-based models

within the framework of dependent competing risks. The main effort was to estimate joint

distribution of the survival times via different copula functions while recovering the un-

observed cause-specific mortality rates. Carriere [20] derived a theorem to mathematically

describe the relationship between crude (the observed) and net (the true) probabilities

given causes are correlated in both negative and positive directions. Later on, Kaishev

et al. [56] extended this work to investigate how the choice of copula functions affect

the joint survival distribution. Li and Lu [67] developed a hierarchical framework via

the Archimedian copula with closed-form expressions for the marginal survival functions

and asymmetric dependence structure between causes. While this approach incorporates

the dependence between competing causes, the dependencies vary by the specified hier-

archical structure in the model. Similar works can be found in Lo and Wilke [34] and

Dimitrova et al. [71].

In [2] and [3], the multinomial logistic regression was utilized to incorporate the

response variable that is polychotomous in nature. It provided flexible investigation

on the effect of cause elimination by introducing the causal mortality shocks into the

multinominal equations. Outside the competing risks framework, Arnold and Sherris

[10] proposed a multivariate time-series such as Vector Error Correction (VEC) models
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to examine the existing cointegration relationships. The cointegration was characterized

by the linear combination of different causes exhibiting stationary property in the long

run, in turn making VEC a more efficient technique to model multiple time-series datasets

that individually are non-stationary. Another approach is to link multiple causes through

the list of clinical factors, then applying a stochastic model to forecast these factors [41].

Such studies however require extensive resources from teams of experts in many research

fields to large datasets that contain highly-detailed clinical information.

Several studies relied on compositional data analysis to achieve the coherent forecasts

in the sense that cause-specific deaths must sum to the total number of deaths. Rather

than modeling and forecasting cause-specific mortality rates, the key innovation was to

model cause-specific distribution of deaths as a way to directly incorporate dependence

between causes, see [11], [58], [79].

While cause-specific models offer better insights on all-cause mortality, the decompo-

sition of aggregate mortality into causes of death for better mean forecasts has not been

consistently observed. While Crimmins [28] found segregating causes of death achieve

more accurate forecasts, Wilmoth [106] illustrated that the forecasted all-cause mortality

using cause-specific models were more pessimistic than those based on all-cause models.

Other limitations in using cause-specific models to project all-cause mortality can be

found in Alho [4], Caselli [15], and Booth and Tickle [22].

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the

downloaded datasets. Section 6.3 describes the MOGP-ICM framework and its extensions

within multi-population context. Section 6.4 focuses on how MOGPs can maximize

predictive gains over single models while providing insights about the projected trends of

aggregate mortality rates. Section 6.6 concludes with main findings and future direction

for further analysis.
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Figure 6.1: Countries in the HCD and their historical data coverage.

6.2 The Human Cause-of-death Database

All datasets used in this chapter are downloaded from the Human Cause-of-death

Database (HCD) [48] that provides detailed cause-specific mortality data for more than

a dozen developed countries. The HCD offers three levels for the classification of causes.

The short list (with 16 broad categories) and intermediate list (103 categories) are the

same across countries, while the full list is country-specific. The data for each country is

organized by calendar years, age groups, gender, and causes. The datasets for different

countries do not line up, both due to historical availability and different timelines for

updating with most recent experience. Figure 6.1 displays the respective historical period

for the 16 countries available in the HCD.

Besides high-quality and well-documented datasets, the HCD conducted a series of

bridge-coding studies to reduce the impact of disruption in mortality trends due to the

regular transition of the International Classification of Disease (ICD). The current 10th

Revision of ICD is far more detailed with the addition of 8,000 categories compared to

the 9th Revision [6]. As cause-of-death records switched to the 10th Revision, death

counts were shifted among some categories. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the impact of the
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Figure 6.2: Impact of ICD Revision (moving from ICD-9 to current ICD-10) on mor-
tality trends for several selected causes in the intermediate lisst for Male population
in Poland.

ICD transition for several causes in Polish Males, in the period 1980–2016. While the

mortality trends for several conditions remained stable across the revision (e.g., lung

cancer), we observe discontinuities for sepsis and heart failure. To minimize such jumps,

the HCD reconstructed death assignments between the old and the new ICD Revisions;

this reconciliation is already part of the HCD datasets we used.

Rather than study the short 16-category list we apply the MOGP framework to

sub-categories of Cancer, available from the 103-category middle list. As Cancer is the

leading cause of death worldwide [101], it is useful to understand the underlying trends

in cancer mortality for different age groups and explore the dependence between its

common variations. Moreover, cancer types generally do not feature any substantial

trend discontinuity due to ICD revisions [6], allowing a better assessment of the model

performance in terms of in-sample smoothing and out-of-sample forecast via our proposed

framework. Modeling causes (or sub-causes) that exhibit strong disruptions in the data

require methods that are equipped to adapt the structural changes in the mortality

trends. Investigating mortality models to identify and capture structural changes is not
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Figure 6.3: Log-mortality trends in common Cancers by Country & Age groups among
Males.

the area of focus in this thesis.

For illustration on how we apply MOGP framework to jointly model causes in multi-

population context, we borrow mortality datasets of sub-causes in Cancer from several

countries. In particular, we select 5 variations of Cancer: lung and bronchus (LUN), colon

and rectum (COL), pancreas (PAN), stomach (STM), and all other cancers (RMN) from

3 Countries: Czech Republic (CZE), Germany (DEU), and Poland (POL). The chosen

variations are common in both Male and Female populations, enabling us to implement
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Figure 6.4: Age patterns for different cancer variations in Male populations from
different countries.

MOGP model over Cause, Country, and Gender. For example, we exclude breast cancer

from the study as the respective male counts are very limited. Additionally, Age in the

HCD is formatted as discrete five-year age groups to lower data volatility. We incorporate

Age as a continuous covariate via the respective average age in the group (52 represents

Age group 50–54, 57 Age group 55–59, etc). In Figure 6.3, we visualize the raw log-

mortality rates across different cancer types in Male populations from Czech Republic,

Germany, and Poland. Lung and Colorectal are the leading causes of cancer deaths,

while Pancreas and Stomach are less prevalent and therefore exhibit more volatility. We

display the annual age patterns in the period of 1998–2016 for all 5 cancers in Figure 6.4.

We detect strong quadratic pattern in Age in most causes, especially for Lung cancer.

For joint modelling purposes, datasets are stacked together. The nth observation for

the sth cancer variation and the lth population contains: (i) Age and Year as independent

variables, (xnag,s,l, x
n
yr,s,l), and (ii) the observed mortality rate defined as:

µns,l :=
Death counts at (xnag,s,l, x

n
yr,s,l)

Exposed-to-risk counts at (xnag,l, x
n
yr,l)

=
Dn
s,l

En
l

, (6.1)

where Dn
s,l is the number of deaths due to the sth cancer variation in the lth population
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for the nth observation with the corresponding Age & Year inputs. The denominator En
l

refers to the total exposed-to-risk counts across all cancer variations in the lth population

for the nth observation with Age and Year inputs. The all-cancer mortality rate for the

nth observation in population l is then given by:

µnl :=
∑
s

µns,l =

∑
sD

n
s,l

En
l

. (6.2)

Our GP models work with log-mortality rates so that we take

yns,l = log µns,l.

Let Dl = {(xn, yn)}Nn=1 be the dataset for the lth population, interpreted as a given

combination of factor inputs we incorporate.

6.3 Approaches within Multi-output GP

6.3.1 Gaussian Process Regression for Mortality Tables

The underlying framework of SOGP along with the model mechanism is reviewed at

length in Chapter 2. We will now directly discuss the choice of covariance kernel and the

mean function used for this cause-of-death mortality study.

The covariance kernel of the GP defines a similarity between pairs of data points.

It characterizes the smoothing process by determining how the neighboring observations

influence the distribution of the output. Data points that are close are expected to behave

more similarly than data points that are farther away. We concentrate on a common class

of covariance functions known as the Matérn class, equipped with automatic relevance
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determination (ARD). Specifically, the Matérn-5/2 kernel defines the covariance between

the ith and the jth observation as follows:

C(x, x′) = η2
∏

k∈{ag,yr}

(
1 +

√
5

θk
|xk − x′k|+

5

3θ2
k

|xk − x′k|2
)

exp

(
−
√

5

θk
|xk − x′k|

)
(6.3)

Above, the covariance kernel is parameterized by a set of hyper-parameters, η2 (pro-

cess variance), and the lengthscales in Age and Year dimensions (θag, θyr). More details

of how the hyperparameters control the spatial smoothness of the latent function can be

found in Ludkovski et al. [73] and Huynh and Ludkovski [52].

The mean function m(x) describes the relevant trends in log-mortality rates. To

reflect a quadratic trend in Age (Figure 6.4) and linear trend in Year dimension we use:

m(xi) = β0 + βag1 x
i
ag + βag2 (xiag)

2 + βyrx
i
yr. (6.4)

The mean function can be interpreted as our prior beliefs about log-mortality trend

without the presence of actual observations. For long-term projections, the correlation

between the recent and future observations will gradually decay to 0. This implies that

the long-term projections are completely controlled by the prior mean.

6.3.2 Multi-output Gaussian Processes

In this section we want to employ approaches within MOGP for modeling the related

outputs, or cause-specific mortality rates of multiple populations.
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Intrinsic Coregionalization Model

Let L be the number of populations that we want to correlate via the ICM. In the

situation we have multiple factor inputs P , populations in this case refer to the com-

binations of these factor inputs. We can express L as the product between number of

sub-populations across all factor inputs P , L = L1× . . .×LP , where Lp is the total num-

ber of sub-populations of the pth factor input. In this case, it is equivalent to combining

all factor inputs into a new factor covariate with L distinct outputs. For example, if the

mortality data has 3 factor inputs as follows: 3 Countries, 5 Cancers, and 2 Genders,

then we have 30 populations in total and each population is Countryc-Cancers-Genderg

where c ∈ [1, 3], s ∈ [1, 5], g ∈ [1, 2].

Under this setup, we can directly apply the ICM framework to jointly model cause-

specific mortality rates of multiple populations. A more comprehensive introduction of

ICM framework and how it is used in multi-population mortality modeling can be found

in Chapter 5. In this section, we will only briefly review main assumption of the model.

The ICM assumes that each function out put fl(x) is generated from a common pool of

Q latent functions:

fl(x) =

Q∑
q=1

al,quq(x) (6.5)

where ui(x)’s are independent latent functions, each from a GP prior with the covariance

kernel C(u)(x,x′), al,i ∈ R’s are the factor loadings, and aq = (a1,q, . . . , aL,q)
T . The

covariance for the vector-valued latent response f(x) = {fl(x)}Ll=1 is:

C(x, x′) = Cov(f(x), f(x′)) =

( Q∑
q=1

aqa
T
q

)
⊗ Cov(uq(x), uq(x

′))

= B ⊗ C(u)(x,x′) (6.6)
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where ⊗ symbolizes the Kronecker product and B ∈ RL×L is the coregionalization matrix

with rank value matching the number of latent functions Q. The ICM covariance kernel

belongs to a class of separable kernels [5]. In Eq. (6.6), the fused covariance kernel can

be decoupled using Kronecker product into: (1) the cross-population covariance B that

measures the interaction between different outputs and (2) the spatial covariance over

Age-Year dimensions C(u)(x,x′). This translates to the assumption that all L popula-

tions share the same spatial covariance kernel. Such assumption is handy for study of

commonality in the mortality trends between different populations. Yet, it reduces the

degree of flexibility in the ICM.

In ICM, the process variance for each population η2
l can vary, i.e., the lth element in

the diagonal in B is the process variance for population l. The off-diagonal elements in B

inform us the cross-population dependence between population l1 and l2 (1 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ L).

The number of hyperparameters required to estimate the cross-covariance B is Q × L;

thus if Q < L, B is not full rank. This suggests that exploiting small value of rank Q in

ICM gracefully aids in the reduction of the hyperparameter space when we have a large

number of outputs to model, from O(L2) to O(LQ).

Semiparametric Latent Factor Model

Alternative to the MOGP-ICM, Teh et al. [95] proposed a semi-parametric latent

factor model (SLFM) that relaxes the assumption of sharing the spatial covariance in

ICM. Each output fl(x) is assumed to be a linear combination of Q latent functions,

similar to Eq. (6.5). Different from the ICM, the latent functions uq(x) are independent

realizations from GP priors with distinct covariances C
(u)
q (x,x′), q = 1, . . . , Q. The
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covariance for the vector-valued function f(x) is:

Cov(f(x), f(x′)) =

Q∑
q=1

(aqa
T
q )C(u)

q (x,x′) =

Q∑
q=1

BqC
(u)
q (x,x′), (6.7)

where aq = (a1,q, . . . , aL,q)
T and each Bq has rank one.

Hierarchical ICM for scalable GPs

In the situation when we have multi-dimensional factor inputs, one possible approach

described above is to combine all factor inputs into a single covariate with L distinct

outputs prior to applying ICM. When L grows very large, ICM becomes less feasible due

to its cubic time complexity O(N3). This holds true even if we restrict to a small rank Q.

In this section, we discuss the structured Kronecker product in ICM kernel (hierarchical

ICM) to mitigate this scalability issue in GP. The structured covariance kernel exploits

the fact that mortality tables are gridded along each dimension of the hierarchy [70].

L is expressed as the product between ‘sub-populations’ across all factor inputs P ,

L =
∏P

p=1 Lp, where Lp is the number of sub-populations within the pth categorical

input. Under the structured Kronecker covariance, the cross-population covariance B̃

decomposed as a Kronecker product of sub cross-population covariances as:

B̃ =
P⊗
p=1

B̃p (6.8)

and each B̃p (1 ≤ p ≤ P ) refers to the cross-covariance matrix capturing the dependence

between sub-populations in the pth factor input. The improvement in scalability of

the hierarchical ICM can be analyzed via rank value of each cross-covariance matrix.
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According to the Kronecker product’s property,

rank(B̃) =
P∏
p=1

rank(B̃p) =
P∏
p=1

Qp

and using Cholesky decomposition, Eq. (6.8) can be rewritten as:

B̃ = ÃÃT =
P⊗
p=1

B̃p =
P⊗
p=1

(
ÃpÃ

T
p

)
=

( P⊗
p=1

Ãp

)( P⊗
p=1

Ãp

)T
(6.9)

where Ãp = (ap1, . . . , a
p
Qp

), 1 ≤ p ≤ P , and each vector apk = (ap1,k, . . . , a
p
Lp,k

)T , (1 ≤ k ≤

Qp) represents the collection of scalar coefficients associated with the kth latent function

across Lp sub-populations in the pth categorical input. Under this setup, each function

output fl(x) is the weighted combination of Q1× . . .×QP independent latent functions,

each from GP priors with the covariance C(u)(x,x′):

fl(x) =

Q1×...×QP∑
j=1

al,juj(x) (6.10)

The number of hyperparameters required to estimate the cross-covariance B̃ is
∑P

p=1 QpLp.

Within the full-rank setup such that rank(B̃p) = Qp = Lp, 1 ≤ p ≤ P , the number of hy-

perparameters required to estimate B̃ of the hierarchical ICM is
∑P

p=1 Lp(Lp−1)/2. This

is significantly lower than L(L− 1)/2 number of hyperparameters in cross-covariance B

via the traditional ICM, especially when L
(

=
∏P

p Lp
)

grows large. Thus, the structured

Kronecker product in the hierarchical ICM offers a substantial scalability compared to

ICM. Under the low-rank setup, it is not straightforward to compare the two approaches.

When rank(B) < rank(B̃), the hierarchical ICM utilises more latent functions to gener-

ate the model outputs. It compensates for the imposed structure in the cross-covariance
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Figure 6.5: Cross-correlation matrices derived from a three-layer Country-Cause-Gen-
der hierarchical ICM model (Q1 = 3, Q2 = 5, Q3 = 2), fitted on Age groups 50–84
and Years 1998–2016.

kernel B̃. Study in [91] shows that for N data points across all P factor inputs, the typ-

ical approach requires O(N3) time while via structured Kronecker product, it requires

O(PN (P+1)/P ) operations.

In Eq.(6.8), each of the sub cross-covariance matrices B̃p (1 ≤ p ≤ P ) can be estimated

separately as the influence of the latent functions across each factor input is separable. By

directly marginalizing the cross-covariance matrices, we have a convenient interpretation

of the correlation between sub-populations within a factor input. For instance, Figure

4 displays the derived sub cross-correlation matrices from a three-layer Country-Cause-

Gender GP model. This hierarchical model is fitted on Age groups between 50–84, Years

1998–2016 for 3 Countries (with rank Q1 = 3), 5 Cancers (Q2 = 5), and 2 Genders

(Q3 = 2). Male and Female population across all countries and cancer types are highly

correlated with rMAL,FEM ≈ 0.83.

Due to the special structure of the cross-covariance (or cross-correlation), we can

infer the cross-correlation of each unique combination from all factor inputs in the model.

Continuing with the current example, the correlation of cancer between Czech-Lung-Male

and Polish-Pancreas-Male is rCZE, POL × rLUN, PAN × rMAL, MAL = 0.88 × 0.91 × 1 ≈
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(a) Hiearchical ICM with 38 hyperparameters
(M = 3, P = 5, V = 2)
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(b) ICM with 30 hyperparameters (Q = 2)

Figure 6.6: Cross-correlation matrices via MOGP models that incorporate Country,
Cause, and Gender as categorical inputs.

0.80. This is in fact equivalent to the cross-correlation between Czech-Lung-Female and

Polish-Pancreas-Female (rCZE, POL× rLUN, PAN × rFEM, FEM). By estimating sub cross-

correlation matrices separately prior to inferring the cross-correlation for all possible

combined levels of factor inputs using Kronecker products, the cross-correlation in the

hierarchical ICM exhibits the ‘block’ pattern, see Figure 6.6 (a).

The cross-correlation matrix via ICM in Figure 6.6 (b) does not display any recog-

nisable structure. Different from the hierarchical ICM, we initially transform all factor

inputs into a single factor and then directly infer the cross-correlation matrix after fit-

ting ICM. Thus, the marginal associations between sub-populations within each of the

original factor inputs are no longer accessible. The limited number of deaths in some

causes may explain instabilities in the correlation matrix in ICM and hierarchical ICM,

especially when looking at correlation coefficients between small causes. For example,

correlation of cancer between Polish-Stomach-Female and other cancer groups are mostly
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negatively correlated in ICM and (mildly) positively correlated in the hierarchical ICM.

MOGP Hyperparameters

Mean function. Within a multi-population context for cause-specific modeling,

we allow the mean function to be population-specific to maximize model flexibility in

describing the mortality trend of each population. For example, we incorporate the

interaction terms between Population(s) and both Age and Year covariates in (6.4):

m(xi) = β0 +
L∑
l=2

βag1,lx
i
agx

i
pop,l +

L∑
l=2

βag2,l(x
i
ag)

2xipop,l +
L∑
l=1

βyr,lx
i
yrx

i
pop,l. (6.11)

Observation Likelihood. We assume a constant observation noise within each

population σl = StDev(εi) for all i in (2.2) where xipop,l = 1. More discussion can be

found in Chapter 2.

Estimating the parameters. In MOGP with ICM or hierarchical ICM kernel the

hyper-parameters are Θ = (θag, θyr, (al,q), (σ
2
l ),β), or Θ = ((θag,q), (θyr,q), (al,q), (σ

2
l ),β)

in SLFM. We use the R package kergp [33] to carry out the respective MLE via Kronecker

decompositions. Alternatively, there are recent attempts to make the hyperparameter

estimation fully Bayesian. They offer more robust results while providing rich quantifi-

cation of the model risk. The implementation can be carried out using Stan software

[18]. Fully Bayesian estimation is however out of scope in this chapter.

Performance Metrics

We evaluate the effectiveness of different GP models using several metrics. First, we

employ the mortality improvement factors, previously defined in Section 2.4. We also

use mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) to examine the discrepancy between the
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observed and predicted outputs:

MAPE :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣yi∗ −m∗(xi∗)yi∗

∣∣∣∣ (6.12)

where yi∗ is the observed value at test input xi∗ and m∗(x
i
∗) is the predicted all-cancer

log-mortality rate. Note that MAPE is scale-independent, enabling us to compare model

performance across populations with different exposures.

We also compute the Continuous Rank Probability Score (CRPS) metric to assess

the quality of the probabilistic forecasts produced by a MOGP. It is defined in Section

2.5.

6.4 Model performance

6.4.1 Improving in-sample fitting via joint GPs

Searching for the optimal hyperparameters in GP can be challenging if the marginal

likelihood suffers multiple local maxima or flattens around the maxima. We can end

up with unsuitable length-scales that effectively result in poor fit of the data. Figure

6.7 exhibits the predicted YoY cancer-specific improvement rates derived from SOGP

models for different age groups from Male populations in 3 countries: Czech, Germany,

and Poland. Each model is fitted on Ages 50–84 and Years 1998–2016. The predicted

curves with high fluctuations imply the estimated length-scale in Year θyr in SOGP

models being too short. The models are not capable at distinguishing between the true

trend and the inherent randomness in the data. Similarly, the predicted improvement

rates being over-smoothed suggests the length-scale in Year being very large.

Figure 6.8 substitutes the predicted improvement rates with the results derived from
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Figure 6.7: The predicted YoY improvement rates derived from SOGP models by
Country and Age groups among Male observations. All SOGP models (15 in total)
are fitted on Ages 50–84 and Years 1998-2016.

multi-cause GP models where we simultaneously fit 5 cancer types for male population in

each country. The enhancement in the lengthscales estimation via the joint GP models

is reflected in the predicted improvement rates not showing extreme patterns compared

to the SOGP examples. For instance, the predicted improvement curve of Pancreas

Cancer in Czech Republic via SOGP model is more ‘rough’, while the resulting curve via

multi-cause GP is better smoothed. The results emphasize the benefit of joint models to

better learn the kernel hyperperamters by enabling data fusion across multiple cancers

and utilizing more observations from multiple datasets. It reduces the risk of model mis-
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Figure 6.8: The predicted YoY improvement rates derived from multi-cause GP
models by Country and Age groups among Male observations. In each country,
ICM/SLFM (Q = 2) is fitted on Ages 50–84, Years 1998–2016 over 5 Cancer vari-
ations.

specification by having the estimated hyperperameters confined within reasonable ranges.

Thus, we can extract better insights about the cancer-specific improvement trends in each

country.

Commonality assumption in cancer-specific mortality trends

We examine the commonality assumption of the mortality rates between cancers in

Figure 6.8 by displaying the predicted improvement rates derived from multi-cause GP
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(a) Multi-cause ICM in Czech
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(b) Multi-cause ICM in Germany
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(c) Multi-cause ICM in Poland
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(d) Multi-cause SLFM in Czech
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(e) Multi-cause SLFM in Germany
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(f) Multi-cause SLFM in Poland

Figure 6.9: Correlation matrices derived from multi-cause GP models; rank 2 is chosen
for both ICM and SLFM methods. Within Male population in each country, MOGP
model is fitted on Ages 50–84 and Years 1998–2016, over 5 Cancer variations.

via ICM and SLFM together. Using BIC as the criteria to select rank value, we end

up choosing Q = 2 for both ICM and SLFM. Despite SLFM relaxes the commonality

assumption of causes sharing the same lengthscales in Age and Year, the results from

SLFM are almost identical with ICM predicted curves. Therefore, the assumption of

sharing the spatial kernel over Age-Year inputs among the considered cancer types is

still plausible.

Additionally we visualize the inferred cross-cancer correlation matrices from ICM and

SLFM in Figure 6.9. Both model draw similar insights such that there is a global positive

association between these cancer variations in each country. It is consistent with strong

resemblance in the mortality improvement trends between cancers in Figure 6.8. Given
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many cancers in a country share common risk factors, the innovations in early cancer

detection and advancement in treatment for one cancer are likely to have positive effects

in other cancer variations. Most cancers are highly positively correlated with lung cancer,

implying that the mortality improvement trends in lung cancer will likely provide similar

improvement information in other cancers. Negative correlation between them reflect

the improvement trends move in opposite directions (e.g. Stomach cancer and Pancreas

cancer in Poland).

6.4.2 Maximizing the predictive gains over SOGP models

We test the predictive performance of MOGP models by computing the 3-year median

MAPE and CRPS from one-year-ahead mortality forecasts in three separate test sets.

All models, including SOGP models, are trained on the same Ages from 50–84 and

three overlapping periods: 1998–2013 for 2014 prediction, 1999-2014 for 2015 prediction,

and lastly 2000-2015 for 2016 prediction. The differences in MAPE and CRPS between

MOGP and SOGP models are expressed as the percentage improvement over SOGP

models. Positive improvement means joint models have smaller MAPE/ CRPS values.

We compute MAPE and CRPS for all-cancer log-mortality rates instead of individual

cancers. The hold-out samples for cancer variations, such as Stomach and Pancreas

may not be highly reliable due to having relatively fewer observations. Lastly, it is

straightforward to compute MAPE for all-cancer log-mortality. To compute CRPS, we

take advantage of the stochastic feature in GP to simulate the full forecast distribution

of all-cancer log-mortality for each Age group in the data.
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Table 6.1: Comparison between MOGP models with different rank values. The 3-year
average improvement in SMAPE and CRPS use each cancer variation in a country
as the baseline and compare MOGP with respect to SOGP models. The displayed
numbers are the averages over one-year all-cancer forecasts for 5-year age groups from
50–84 based on 3 training sets: 1998–2013 (predict 2014), 1999-2014 (predict 2015),
and 2000-2015 (predict 2016).

Cause (L = 5)
# Kernel

Hyperparameters
Czech Republic Germany Poland
MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS

ICM
Q = 2* 12 19.16 30.18 3.86 15.05 12.85 17.72
Q = 3 17 17.69 19.08 6.53 15.16 13.46 18.64
Q = 4 22 22.31 21.43 6.30 14.58 17.02 11.01

SLFM
Q = 2* 14 18.04 29.49 5.09 13.51 10.82 16.05
Q = 3 19 22.87 23.72 2.78 13.55 4.11 10.65
Q = 4 28 16.97 18.24 8.75 16.73 5.13 3.81

Country+Cause (L = 15)
# Kernel

Hyperparameters
Czech Germany Poland

MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS

ICM

Q = 2* 32 35.54 30.74 12.02 21.06 −40.44 −59.47
Q = 3 47 45.51 50.07 8.50 20.35 −37.09 −38.48
Q = 4 62 31.64 36.56 14.08 35.66 −13.32 9.56

SLFM

Q = 2 34 31.51 24.57 4.44 15.87 −47.66 −45.98
Q = 3 51 33.78 41.59 0.88 8.62 −37.25 −24.54
Q = 4 68 44.79 43.29 8.93 20.49 −45.63 −37.66

Hier. ICM
M = 2, P = 2* 18 26.42 24.24 4.55 6.84 −48.46 −61.53
M = 2, P = 4 28 25.74 32.26 5.04 15.75 −35.94 −44.24
M = 3, P = 4 36 42.03 36.80 3.07 11.12 −44.45 −53.69

Country+Cause+Gender (L = 30)
# Kernel

Hyperparameters
Czech Germany Poland

MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS MAPE CRPS

ICM Q = 2 32 9.99 11.75 −5.40 −13.40 12.21 6.55
ICM Q = 3 62 0.52 3.07 −10.78 −20.35 −15.31 4.09

Hier. ICM M = 2, P = 4, V = 2 32 14.85 24.91 −68.45 −15.22 −25.11 7.75
Hier. ICM M = 3, P = 5, V = 2 40 21.34 27.22 −40.45 −10.22 5.12 8.04

Comparing the predictive gains among different MOGP models

Table 6.1 shows the 3-year median improvement in MAPE and CRPS for different

joint models over SOGP models. Overall, joint models produce more accurate mean

forecasts (positive improvement in MAPE) with higher credibility (positive improvement

in CRPS). For instance, we observe the opportunity to borrow information across popu-

lations in multi-cause models to better estimate the kernel hyperparameters, see Section
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6.4.1. As a result, joint models can describe important trends for individual cancers,

leading to the reduction in disparity between the predicted values and the observed all-

cancer mortality in the test sets. What’s more, the predictive gains are not uniform across

countries. Czech republic has the largest improvements compared to Germany or Poland

across all MOGP models. Czech datasets have lower credibility due to larger observation

noise, thus there is more opportunity for data fusion within the MOGP framework. The

results in Table 6.1 further validate our approach of modelling cause-specific mortality

under multi-population context. Joint models that incorporate information from foreign

countries (e.g., Country-Cause GP) tend to have large predictive improvements.

Previous section reported a negligible discrepancy in in-sample fitting between MOGP-

ICM and SLFM (both with rank 2) for individual cancers. Despite that, we notice the

predictive improvements for all-cancer mortality in ICM models are larger than in SLFM,

in both Multi-cause GP and Country-Cause GP cases. Given that there is indeed a com-

monality in log-mortality trends among cancer types, sharing the length-scales in Age

and Year in the spatial covariance kernel strengthens the effect of borrowing information

to boost the predictive performance of ICM.

Comparing the prediction improvements between ICM and hierarchical ICM depends

upon the number of populations we want to model. In Country-Cause-Gender GP with

a total number of 30 populations (3 Countries × 5 Cancers × 2 Genders), the full-rank

hierarchical ICM clearly yields better improvements in MAPE and CRPS than ICM with

Q = 2. We highlight the scalability feature in hierarchical ICM by listing the number

of kernel hyperparameters in Table 6.1. Even with low rank such as Q = 3 in ICM, we

already suffer great computational costs with far higher number of hyperparameters to

manage. Figure 6.10 exhibits the predicted log-mortality rates for individual Cancers,

Age group 55-59, via full-rank hierarchical ICM and ICM with Q = 2. All the models
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Figure 6.10: Comparing ICM (Q = 2) and hierarchical ICM (Full rank) models with
3 factor inputs: Country, Cause, and Gender. All models are fitted on Age groups
50–84 and Years 1998–2013, and applied for 3-year out forecasts up to 2016. The
vertical dash lines mark the end of in-sample fitting in Year 2013.
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are fitted on Age groups 50–84 and Years 1998–2016 before we perform out-of-sample

forecasts for the next 3 years (2014-2016). The ICM model produces over-smoothed

predicted curves for several cancers, especially cancers with large observation noise like

Stomach and Pancreas. In contrast, smaller length-scale in Year in hierarchical ICM

(θyr ≈ 14.8 in ICM versus θyr ≈ 8.8 in hierarchical ICM) adjusts this problem by having

the predicted curves capture well the log-mortality trends.

Model Rank in MOGP framework

Recall that in the MOGP model, rank in the cross-covariance kernel indicates the

number of latent functions employed to describe the total variability present in the joint

datasets. Large rank means the model has more degrees of freedom to capture dependence

across multiple outputs, ultimately boosting the forecast credibility. Results in Table 6.1

confirm the positive relationship between rank of the cross-covariance kernel and the

predictive gains in MOGP models. In this section we expand on the issue of rank Q

selection in the MOGP framework. We certainly encounter the tradeoff between model

performance (for both fitting and forecasting) and scalability issues. Choice of rank

should depend on the objective of each study. For instance, we can use the Bayesian

Information Criterion (BIC) to select the rank Q that produces the most parsimonious

models, see [103] and [52]. This approach often yields low rank options and in such

scenarios, MOGP-ICM/SLFM can be thought of as an attractive dimension reduction

approach. If the total number of populations is very large, small rank values may not be

adequate to describe the overall dependence structure; thus we recommend Q ∈ [3, 5] for

maximizing predictive performance.
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Figure 6.11: Predictive quantiles of all-cancer log-mortality rates by Country and Age
group. The results are from a full-rank hierarchical ICM, fitted on Ages 50–84 and
Years 1998-2013 and 3 categorical covariates of Country (3 levels), Cause (5 levels),
and Gender (2 levels). The vertical dash lines in each plot separate in-sample and
out-of-sample periods.

Predictive quantiles of all-cancer log-mortality via full-rank hierarchical ICM

It is also crucial to analyze the aggregate levels of cancer-specific mortality rates (de-

fined as the sum of all cancer mortality) produced by our joint models. We leverage the

closed-form expression of the predictive distribution in GP (cf. (2.4)-(2.5)) to generate
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the forecast distribution of all-cancer mortality rates via simulation. Using the same

full-rank hierarchical setup as above, we first perform prediction for all cancer types by

countries, genders, age groups (50–84) and calendar years (1998–2016). Then, we draw

500,000 stochastic samples for each individual cancers from their respective predictive

distributions prior to summing them up for all-cancer mortality rates. Figure 6.11 visu-

alizes the predictive distribution of all-cancer mortality rates (on the log scale) for Male

populations by Country and Age group. Different quantiles (60%, 80%, 95%, and 99%

percentiles) are highlighted with varying shades of color. The hierarchical ICM still yields

great fits as the predicted mean curves closely describe the historical movement of all-

cancer mortality rates, without directly taking all-cancer mortality as training outputs.

Coherence in cause-specific study

It does not always hold true that males and females share similar progress in the

mortality reduction for the same type of cancer in a country. Observing Figure 6.10, the

log-mortality trends in Stomach, Colorectal, and Pancreatic cancers are quite consistent

for both genders. In Lung cancer, males still have higher mortality than females but

this gap has gradually diminished (especially in Germany and Poland) in recent years.

While there is a significant decrease in cigarette consumption among males, females are

more likely to develop Lung cancers that are not associated with smoking. This example

suggests that the concept of forecast coherence (namely extrapolating a stable Male-

Female spread, as observed historically) is not well suited in the cause-of-death analysis.
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Table 6.2: Descriptions for models being applied to forecast 2016 all-cancer log-mor-
tality rates of Czech Males. All the models are fitted on Age groups between 50–84
but having different year coverage.

GP models Outcome variable Country Year
In-sample/
Out-of-sample
Prediction

Short names

SOGP All-cancer log-mortality Czech
1998–2016 In-sample SOGP (’98-’16)
1998–2015 Out-of-sample SOGP (’98-’15)

Multi-cause GP
By-cancer log-mortality
(5 variations)

Czech
1998–2016 In-sample Multi-cause (’98-’16)
1998–2015 Out-of-sample Multi-cause (’98-’15)

Country-Cause GP
By-cancer log-mortality
(5 variations)

Czech 1998-2015
Out-of-sample Country-Cause (2)

Germany 1998-2016

6.4.3 Borrowing the latest datasets from other populations

There are two main characteristics in cause-of-death datasets from the HCD. First,

period coverage with data available can vary by country as datasets for countries often

arrive asynchronously. This implies that some countries have more up-to-date datasets

than others (see Figure 6.1). Second, it is possible for some countries to have up-to-

date datasets but suffer low data credibility, especially during most recent years due to

in-complete death reports, data collection issues, etc. In these situations, one solution

is to borrow insights from other countries to update recent domestic trends to avoid

misleading interpretations, or to just simply improve the prediction quality of the recent

domestic mortality rates in a population. For factor models such as Lee & Li [69], we

may remove recent observations when there is an imbalance in data availability across

populations. Our MOGP framework can efficiently handle such ‘notched’ datasets, to

take full advantage of recently available observations in different countries.

Looking closely at Polish Males, Age group 75–79 in Figure 6.11, the observed all-

cancer mortality rates in out-of-sample portions (2014–2016) show the unexpected dis-

ruption from the historical trends spanning from 1998–2013. Thus, we exclude Poland
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the prediction accuracy for 2016 all-cancer log-mortality
of Czech Males between different models with ‘notched’ setup. Top row: Standard
deviation of f(x∗); bottom row: distance between predicted mean m∗(x∗) and the
observed value y∗(x∗).

from the following demonstration to showcase the opportunity to improve domestic pre-

diction via ‘notched’ setup in the ICM-MOGP framework. In this example, we choose

Czech Males as a reference population and examine one-year out prediction quality for

several models. We borrow the latest dataset from Germany (1998–2016) to implement

the notched setup. As data from Czech and Germany are available from 1998–2016, we

will drop 2016 observations in Czech for illustration purpose. Table 6.2 describes the

setup of different models we consider in this experiment.

We visualize the performance across all models in Figure 6.12 by comparing two main

components: (a) the standard deviation of the underlying 2016-aggregate trends s∗(x∗)

(top panels), and (b) prediction errorsm∗(x)−y∗(x) relative to the realized 2016 all-cancer
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log-mortality rates of Czech Males (bottom panels). Our benchmark is Czech Males

SOGP fitted on all-cancer log-mortality rates from 1998–2016. We see that Country-

Cause GP model yields more credible predictions (lower s∗(x∗)) than the benchmark

model that performs in-sampled smoothing of the 2016 Czech all-cancer experience. The

mean forecasts from this joint model are nearly as good as the benchmark results as both

models produce the smallest prediction errors. In fact, the prediction quality of Country-

Cause GP is as competitive as the Multi-cause GP that simultaneously models the log-

mortality rates of all 5 cancer types in Czech Males with 2016 observations available.

Thus, borrowing the latest information from Germany improves the prediction quality

of the recent all-cancer mortality rates of Czech Males. The results are as good as when

we have domestic data available in Czech Republic.

Remark: At the moment, the HCD offers cause-of-death data for less than 15 coun-

tries. Many countries don’t have recent-year data available yet (e.g. most countries with

data up to 2014), leading to limited options in terms of the selection and the number of

countries we can incorporate with Czech Males in this experiment. Based on previous

study in Chapter 5, choosing countries that are highly correlated with Czech Males is

essential to significantly improve the prediction quality of its latest mortality rates.

6.4.4 Inferring insights from joint GP models

An important application of cause-of-death mortality model is to gain understanding

about the underlying trends of multiple causes. We can revisit Figure 6.8 for insights

about the mortality improvement trends of different cancers in Male populations from

Czech Republic, Germany, and Denmark. Stomach cancer has achieved the largest im-

provement rates for most age groups in all three countries. A large part of the decline
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Figure 6.13: Predictive distribution of all-cancer log-mortality trends in Country and
Age groups via multi-cause ICM (Q = 2). The joint models are fitted on Age groups
between 50–84, Years 1998–2016 and 5 Cancers in Male population of each country.

in stomach cancer incidence is because of economic improvements resulting in healthier

diet, better food preservation, clean water supply, etc. We also observe the increasing

improvement trends of lung cancer, among young age groups below 60 in Czech and

Poland. This reflects the effect of birth cohorts in which people born after the second

World War consume less cigarettes and tobacco (due to more scientific studies linked

negative complications to smoking habit). Czech Males experienced large increase in the

improvement rates in most cancers. In Germany, the improvement rates for most cancers

have been rising among age groups below 60 but starting to slow down among older age

groups. In Polish Males, except stomach cancer, the improvement trends increased until

early 2010 and then significantly declined, displaying the sign of an aging population and

an increase in lifestyle exposure to risk factors for cancers [90, 108]. Stomach cancer has

reached almost a plateau stage in Poland, consistent with finding in [8].

Based on the mortality trends of individual cancers, we can draw comparison regard-

ing the all-cancer mortality trends in these 3 countries. Figure 6.13 shows the predictive

distribution of all-cancer log-mortality rates in all countries and different age groups via

Multi-cause GP models. The effort in fighting cancer has improved in all three coun-

tries, but the improvement is not uniform. Despite Czech Republic and Poland sharing
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similarities in economic growth and living standards, Czech Republic has a faster im-

provement pace than Poland. Considering Germany as a more developed country, its

average log-mortality rates across all Age groups are consistently the lowest among all

three countries. We take a notice of the ‘catch-up’ effect between Czech Republic and

Germany that presents strongly in Mid-age groups 50–65. In the last decade, Czech

Republic has drastically closed the gap in all-cancer mortality trends with German Re-

public. Main factor driving this effect is the rapid improvements in all common cancers

in Czech Republic, the most notable improvement occurring in Lung cancer that has

been at least twice as large as other countries during recent years.

6.5 Case study on the US CoD Dataset

This section is devoted to a case study using a subset of United States Cause-of-

Death dataset in order to examine the differences in the aggregate projected trends

via all-causes models versus by-cause models. In this context, all-cause models directly

take the aggregate mortality as model outputs for fitting and forecasting tasks. We

also compare our findings to the report conducted by the SOA [16] that employed a

multivariate Lee-Carter model for a similar analysis.

Note that the SOA looked at 11 major causes, all Age groups between 0 and 95+ in

1999–2016 with data combined from the HCD and the Global Burden of Disease project.

Through cause-of-death analysis, their key objectives are to understand the interaction

of causes of death and the key drivers of the future aggregate mortality dynamics in

both short and medium term. Distribution of causes and various data visualization

are provided in their report. For demonstration, we employed our MOGP framework

on 5-year age groups within ages 40–69 in 1999–2018. We reduced to the eight most
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Figure 6.14: Cross-cause correlation matrices derived from multi-cause GP models,
fitted on Age groups 40–69 and Years 1999–2018 for US Males/ Females.

common causes for the examined age groups: Heart (HEA), Stroke (STK), Diabetes

(DIA), Cancers not induced by smoking (CAN), Cancers induced by smoking (CSM),

Respiratory (RES), Drug abuse (DRU), and all other remaining causes (RMN). The

mapping for this case study closely followed the SOA guidance.

We applied multi-cause GP ICM model to jointly model all 8 causes, separately for

each gender. Using BIC as the criterion to select the ICM rank Q, models with rank

Q = 6 (for 8 populations) yield the largest BICs for Males and Females. This indicates

the higher degree of heterogeneity in these larger cause groupings, compared to Q = 2

out of 5 cancers in the previous study. Thus, the models employ more latent functions to

adequately capture the total variability in the joint datasets. We display the cross-cause

correlation derived from the models in Figure 6.14. Overall, our results are in agreement

with the SOA study, for example confirming that there are positive associations between

causes. Heart disease is strongly positively correlated with other causes, meaning that

large improvements in Heart suggest similar improvement patterns observed in other

causes. Some discrepancies in the correlation matrix across genders are the results of

large noise observations in less common causes.
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Figure 6.15: Predictive trends in log-mortality rates for Male and Female populations
in the US for several Age groups. In each row: left panel shows the predictive quantiles
for top 6 individual causes (via multi-cause GP); middle panel shows aggregate log–
mortality trends via by-cause model (multi-cause GP); right panel shows aggregate
log-mortality trends via all-causes model (single-output GP).
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Figure 6.15 presents the predictive distribution of in-sample trends from 1999–2018

along with the projected trends up to 2025 for several Age groups, in both Male and

Female populations. For better visualization quality, we only display the predictive

trends for top 6 causes in each group (left panels in each row). We observe the general

declines in most causes among the considered age groups. The fastest improvements

occurred in Cancer induced by smoking in Males and Females. The mortality trends of

this cause is forecasted to continue to decline as fast as it did in the past, at least in a short

term forecast. The SOA report also highlighted the rate of decrease of smoking-related

cancer, suggesting such decreasing pace may not take place in a mid-range future. In a

scenario where smoker sub-population would become minor in the future, there would

be no aggregate mortality gains by a decrease in smoking-related cancer [16].

Heart disease has decreased over time but achieved relatively larger improvements in

the older age groups (e.g: Age 65–69). However, the improvement has slowed down in

recent years. In their report, the SOA emphasized incorporating break-point detection

in the historical trends in different causes given trends are changing. By calibrating

breakpoint detection within their proposed framework, the forecasted trends of heart

disease will slow down, rather than extending the fast pace of decreasing in the early

2000s. In our study, we did not incorporate the breakpoint detection to ‘correct’ the

forecasted trends of heart disease. The forecasting mechanism in GP put larger weights on

more recent training data points. The projected trends via GP will be heavily influenced

by the recent trends observed in the data, naturally resulting in the slow pace of the

forecasted improvement trends of heart disease in the future for the next 5-10 years.

Among young age groups (e.g: Age 40–44), drug abuse has become a more pressing

concern in both genders as its trend has steadily increased with fast pace. Comparing

the middle and the right panels within each row in Figure 6.15, we witness the pessimism
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Figure 6.16: Comparing the original trends versus adjusted trends (expert-based) for
Age group 40–44, Male and Female populations in the US. In this case, we adjust the
projected trend of drug abuse by slowing it down by one third of the original pace
(through decreasing the Year effect by one third). Vertical lines indicate the end of
in-sample fitting (2018).

of the aggregate projected trends via by-cause models over all-causes models. This phe-

nomenon is vividly presented in younger age groups for Males and Females. The concept

of pessimistic forecasts using by-cause models was first mentioned in [106]. The main

driver of such divergence is the emerging domination of causes with increasing trends,

i.e., drug abuse among younger age groups in this example. Yet, both methods tend to

offer similar insights for older age groups as the underlying dynamics among common

causes are much more stable. The SOA study also came out with similar findings.
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Last but not least, we illustrate the MOGP’s ability to generate expert-based projec-

tions in the mortality trends. This is a useful feature to have given the current projections

are purely driven by the models fitted on historical data. For instance, the increasing

trend of drug abuse cause is largely fueled by the opioid epidemic. In a scenario where

this crisis is addressed in the future, the projected trend of drug abuse should be adjusted

downward. For illustration purposes, Figure 6.16 displays a sketch where the projected

trend of drug abuse is slowing down by one third (through weakening the Year effect by

one third) of the original pace, to reflect progress in fighting the opioid crisis for both

Male/ Female populations among younger age groups. Consequently the adjusted trend

for aggregate mortality via by-cause models gets closer to all-cause models, reducing the

level of pessimism we have observed earlier among US young population. Details on the

mechanism of how MOGP framework combines expert opinions for mortality projections

can be found in [52].

6.6 Summary

In this article, we exploited MOGP-ICM and its extensions for cause-specific mortality

modeling within a multi-population context. The SLFM bolsters the model flexibility

by relaxing ICM assumption of the global spatial covariance over Age-Year dimensions.

Meanwhile, the hierarchical ICM leverages the structured Kronecker covariance kernel

to cope with efficiency issues when we want to handle a larger number of populations.

With the MOGP mechanism, we are able to capture the cross-cause dependencies that

allow joint models to gain more predictive power over single models operating under

independence assumption. Via various examples, we illustrate the applicability of joint

models to equip us with more informed insights about the dynamics of the aggregate
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mortality trends, within a country or in an international context. There is an opportunity

to borrow information across national datasets to update the underlying domestic trends,

especially for countries with lower data credibility.

Currently, we only exploit the structured Kronecker covariance to efficiently learn the

joint covariance kernel when modeling a relatively large number of outputs (∼ 30) from

a small list of sub-causes in three European countries. There is an active research field

looking at alternative methods (local kernel interpolation, inducing points, block struc-

tures, etc.) for massive scalable GP well-suited for gridded mortality datasets, see [40].

This can be a direction of focus in the effort to incorporate more datasets the HCD makes

available on their website. In addition, we have looked at the ICM and SLFM methods,

both are special forms of the Linear Coregionalization Model (LCM). It is worth studying

how LCM can be applied in multi-population mortality modeling as it offers greater flex-

ibility, allowing users to generate outputs from multiple latent functions from many GP

priors with different covariance kernels. Certainly, this method is computationally more

demanding as we have to infer many more kernel hyperperamters. A third direction is to

study other kernel families such as the composite kernels or kernel that can incorporate

the structural changes in cause-specific mortality datasets.
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